CORE STRATEGY FURTHER PREFERRED OPTIONS NOVEMBER 2009
CONSULTATION RESPONSES
1) Changes to the Original Housing Sites
Leavesden Aerodrome
Question
Site capacity to be increased from 350 to 400 dwellings. Do you agree with this change
to the site?
Number
Percentage
Yes
343
65%
No
182
35%
525
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Overall support for increasing capacity on the site, but concern over the impact on
infrastructure in the area and in particular the impact on waste water capacity. Issue raised
that there are high levels of development (both in the past and under new development
proposals) in Abbots Langley area compared to the rest of the District.
Detailed Comments
Reference
03001; 02026;
01982;
02088; 01999;
00728; 00582;
00534; CU/0379;
CU/0371;
NSI/0159;
02078; 00807
02044; 00661
01367

01367

Comment
Development should not take green belt/ green areas.

Infrastructure is required to support development- not enough schools,
doctors, hospitals, dentists, roads, drainage, sewerage, water supply.
Should stay at 350 dwellings, 400 is too many.
Site is brownfield and has excellent road access.
Site is green belt, but does not border any existing areas of housing.
Although site is not freestanding, it is poorly related to existing
development in the area. Due to location, there is little opportunity to
successfully integrate housing development into surrounding landscape
and development would not therefore be in line with SS8 of EofE Plan.
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01367
01367

01367
01367

01367

01367
00728; 00718
00718
00609

00593
00593
00593
00536
00534
CU/0392
CU/0349
CU/0153
CU/0153
CU/0126
CU/0126
NSO/0082

NSO/0064
NSO/0064

NSO/0064

NSO/0015
(Thames Water)

Study into visual impact on surrounding areas to be carried out.
Site would require investigation and potential remediation of
contamination.
Site located in close proximity to a business park, industrial units and
outdoor storage areas. It is understood the neighbouring industrial units
and outdoor storage area is currently accessed through the site.
Transport assessments would be required to assess the impact on the
local road capacity should this site be developed.
Concerns about the capacity of local junctions were 400 dwellings
developed on this site, particularly during peak times when the
neighbouring business park is in operation.
Site is in a less sustainable location than Woodside Road, particularly in
terms of access to secondary schools, the nearest being over the
preferred maximum as outlined in the Institute for Highways and
Transportation guidelines in 'Providing for Journeys on Foot'.
Development would lead to increased traffic.
Overcrowding of area.
All development in Abbots Langley area opposed.
Over the last 14 years, Huntonbury Village, Abbey Park, Arundel/
Balmoral, Mallards Road and Stewart Close plus smaller estates have
been developed around the area, therefore any further and particular
large development should not happen.
What about provision for shopping? Families cannot do a weekly shop
at Tesco.
Consider where new greenery will be planted and maintained.
Density appears to mean overcrowding and undersized dwellings.
Development should make provision for affordable (not social) housing.
Would remove green belt between Watford and Abbots Langley.
Detailed plan will need to focus on impact on surrounding areas.
Larger estates become more impersonal, with less community spirit,
more social problems, crime etc.
Should provide comfortably sized houses with reasonably sized gardens
Concerned that the size of this proposed development will have an
adverse effect on tranquillity and safety.
Consider re-designating some of the unused office space to housing to
mitigate the worst effects of the over development of this site.
Proposals should consider ecological issues and be no unmitigated
negative impacts.
Site boundary should incorporate existing buildings to the northern
boundary of the site fronting South Way. A more flexible approach to the
suggested boundaries of the site are considered in light of the likely
redevelopment of the remainder of the aerodrome site
Indicative housing capacity should be noted as a minimum (rather than
a maximum) subject to the development control process.
Phasing can be bought forward to 2011/12-2020 as the site is available
for immediate housing release (subject to boundary confirmation) as
currently vacant and no existing plans to redevelop.
Serious concerns regarding Waste Water Services. Sewage treatment
capacity in this area is unlikely to be able to support the demand
anticipated from this development. Recommend that the development is
constructed at an alternative location where we can better provide the
necessary services. Alternatively, we may be requested to undertake
detailed investigations which we would expect to take a number of
years. During this period ongoing discussions with both the LPA and
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SCO/0018
(ALPC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

developer will be necessary to ensure the impact on Thames Water
assets is not prejudicial.
Oppose increasing the size of the site. Convert currently unoccupied
offices to dwellings or mixed use to achieve the required increase.
Several bus stops within 400m on roads around the site and effective
pedestrian access to these would be important. Scope for infrastructure
upgrades so stops meet DDA standards. Site currently well served with
3 half hourly routes (and 2 less frequent routes) which provide access
into central Watford. The 80 Watford Junction-Leavesden Business
Park is a limited stop service which provides access to Watford Junction
Station in between 13-20 minutes. Bus services currently supported by
s106 funds which are of a limited time span so further funds would be
sought if this development came forward to guarantee these services for
a longer time span. Also scope for improvements to services as
currently no evening or Sunday services and Saturday services are only
hourly. Site should be designed so as to be conducive to bus operation
and with effective pedestrian/cycle links.
Situated within an Employment Land Area of Search in Waste Site
Allocations Issues and Preferred Options 2 document. The part use of
this site for housing may therefore be incompatible with this designation,
as sites identified as ELAS are employment sites that may be
compatible with a waste management use, but which have little
immediate potential for redevelopment. Waste planning authority will not
support any future planning applications that may prevent the site being
used as a future waste facility.
Risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, are present. Necessary that an
archaeological assessment takes place before application is submitted.
Details of the scope of any archaeological assessment will be
dependant upon the nature of any development proposal. Would also
recommend that a rapid archaeological assessment is undertaken in
order to determine if the importance and extent of archaeological
remains are such that they might affect the principle of development on
the site. Such assessments normally comprise desk-based studies and
carefully targeted archaeological test-pitting or trail trenching and are
relatively inexpensive.
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South Oxhey Town Centre
Question
Site to include potential regeneration of town centre which may increase capacity
from 105 to 200 dwellings. Do you agree with this change to the site?
Number
Percentage
Yes
387
76%
No
120
24%
507
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Overall support for the development and regeneration of the area, but concern over potential
loss of facilities and comments that area is already overcrowded with insufficient
infrastructure to support development. Also concern that the lack of detailed plan for the site
made it difficult to comment on proposals.
Detailed Comments
Reference

03013; 00361
02026
02018; 00781;
00362

02018
02018
02018
02016; 00862;
00661; 00534;

Comment
South Oxhey scored highly in respect of pre-existing infrastructure, but
extra development will increase strain on already stretched services
such as police, schools, medical services and highways. To try and
accommodate more public services will mean overload which will find
local people competing with newcomers which is not suitable for the
general well being of all concerned.
Should not all be affordable housing as will increase poor reputation of
area.
Area already overcrowded.
Loss of scout groups, schools, one of the only two surgeries and the
police station will create a hostile ghetto environment. Lack of schools in
the area will push more kids to not go to school and crime will proliferate
in the area that will have no youth clubs.
Lack of local facilities will isolate the estate even further and elderly and
local residents will be forced to drive to see a doctor.
With more residents the streets will become very dirty.
Development would improve area and generate local jobs, amenities as
well as housing. Would benefit town centre and community, and help
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CU/0108
00781

00658
00629
00629
00511; NSI/0145
00362; 00361;
CU/0100
00362; CU/0332;
CU/0087
00361
00361

00361
00361

00361
CU/0136
CU/0130
CU/0087
NSO/0082
SCO/0022
(WRPC)
SCO/0022
(WRPC)
SCO/0022
(WRPC)

SCO/0022
(WRPC)

SCO/0022
(WRPC);
CU/0223

stigma of area.
Adding large housing developments without first addressing resource,
amenity and social problems will have a negative effect.
Town centre in multiple ownerships. Shopping provision
underperforming and inappropriate to modern needs. Flats above shops
exhibit poor thermal insulation, poor space and layout standards and
unsatisfactory access. Area should be looked at comprehensively with a
view to redevelopment and re-provision.
Increase in families and demand for housing.
Should plan for elderly people, and especially for sheltered housing for
ethnic groups. Dwellings could then be allocated to families.
Regeneration is potential, not guaranteed. Should be a condition of
development going ahead.
There is no employment in South Oxhey. Need to provide jobs for
increased population.
Need to provide infrastructure.
More building will mean more cars and more CO2 with the areas carbon
footprint increasing, and increased difficulties in parking.
No detail as to whether existing housing stock will be regenerated
through the proposed building.
Some blocks of flats near the shops that are riddled with damp and in
the interests of these residents, would be better to put these people first
rather than build in addition to this stock.
Unclear whether local born builders will gain contracts to build property
in South Oxhey. Should be a priority.
South Oxhey is the second most densely populated area in Three
Rivers, with all three wards in the upper quartile in terms of population.
To proceed with the building proposed runs the extreme danger of
shifting the population from any form of stability to out of control.
Increase in dwellings should not be detrimental to the area.
Number of dwellings proposed is disproportionate to the space available
and road infrastructure.
Would lead to extra traffic on congested roads.
Ecological issues should be considered and there should be no
unmitigated negative impacts.
Lack of information/plans for the South Oxhey area make it difficult to
object to individual plans.
Appears that there will be a vast redevelopment of the centre of South
Oxhey. This will lead to overcrowding an already very built up residential
area and create more traffic on the roads.
South Oxhey infrastructure would not cope with the addition of extra
residents due to the lack of bus services, an already oversubscribed
Doctors and Dentist and in particular the lack of any senior schools.
Understood that Northwick Day Centre will be “knocked down”. Centre
provides facilities for physically and mentally disabled people within the
community and we strongly object as it appears that the building will not
be replaced?
Site should not include WRPC offices as only 13 years old and no
alternative site. Has taken over 100 years for the Parish Council to save
money which enabled it to buy the land and build the Parish Hall which
is widely used by the community, clubs etc. If Three Rivers are wishing
to compulsory purchase our building then we would require another
building to the same specification. It is understood that there may be a
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SCO/0022
(WRPC); 03013
SCO/0022
(WRPC)

SCO/0010
(Hertsmere
Borough Council)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

‘communal building’ for the Parish Council, Thrive Homes, Police, and
Doctors Surgery. This is NOT acceptable to the Parish Council and we
strongly object to this proposal.
South Oxhey lacks ‘green land’ as it is, and the fact that the few pieces
of land that are left within the central area are within your proposals for
redevelopment are quite astonishing. If these plans go ahead South
Oxhey will become known as the “concrete jungle” due to its lack of
greenery and too many buildings.
What are the proposals for the shopping precinct in St Andrews Road?
Will these remain, be knocked down for additional dwellings or be
redeveloped as a shopping area?
Acknowledge regeneration justifications for development, but concerns
about scale of development and impact on secondary education
facilities. At present, no secondary schools in South Oxhey area and
many students go to secondary school at Bushey Hall Academy. As a
result need to ensure that along with growth in Hertsmere, there is
sufficient capacity within secondary school facilities to accommodate
growth in both districts. Emerging Hertsmere CS projects an additional
1169 dwellings in Bushey which along with the 495 dwellings in SE 3R
will impact on secondary school provision in the area.
Bus services include a frequent local route (every 15 minutes) and a
half hourly inter urban route. Given central location of this development,
it would be important to take the opportunity to upgrade bus stops in the
vicinity so that they meet DDA standards. Carpenders Park rail station is
also close to the town centre. Residential development in town centres
benefits from having services and facilities close by and a revitalised
town centre can help prevent trips further afield.
Some risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, may be present. However, in
some parts of the site it is likely that the archaeological potential has
been reduced by previous development. Therefore necessary that an
archaeological site impact assessment should be produced before any
development proposal is submitted. The objective of such an
assessment is to determine the extent to which any previous
development on the site has affected its archaeological potential. Such
assessments normally comprise desk-based studies, augmented by
geotechnical information as appropriate. Further archaeological field
evaluation may be required before determination of any application (and
preferably before submission of an application), if it is considered that
the site still retains significant potential for archaeological remains
worthy of preservation in situ.
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Langleybury House/ School
Question
Site capacity to be increased from 60 to 75 dwellings. Do you agree with this change
to the site?
Number
Percentage
Yes
278
53%
No
244
47%
522
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Overall support for site but concern that development should not have a negative impact on
listed building, and that the site has poor access to public transport and local facilities.
Detailed Comments
Reference
03010; 02026;
00534; CU/0371;
NSI/0145
03006; 02026;
02024
03001; 00456
02080; 01284
02026
02009; 00864;
00644
02009
01982
00976; 00582;
00467; 00449
00661
00536
00536; CU/0379
00456
anon

Comment
House is a listed building, any development should be in sympathy and
should preserve house.
Already too much traffic using lane from Hunton Bridge to Croxley
Green. Proposal will make it worse.
Development would require infrastructure.
Site should be a new district general hospital serving Watford, Hemel
Hempstead and St Albans with great access to A41 and M25.
House should be used as a residential care home/ hospice etc.
Rural site/ area.
Already overdevelopment at Hunton Bridge.
Use of green belt unacceptable. Carbon neutral housing may make it
more acceptable.
Should be used for an educational use.
Lower density development better suited to rural areas.
Development should not exceed curtilage of current school buildings.
No infrastructure nearby.
Should consider parking- already difficult in Langleybury area.
Too many dwellings.
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CU/0153

NSO/0084
NSO/0082
NSO/0015
SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)

SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)
SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)
SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)

SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0018
(ALPC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Still small enough to be a single community if infrastructure can cope.

Ralph Trustees Ltd is still considering its development strategy for the
site following its purchase in 2007. Until RTL determines its strategy for
the site and whether this includes housing, it wishes to reserve its
position on the identification of this site for housing.
All ecological issues should be considered and no unmitigated negative
impacts
Do not envisage concerns over waste water capability in relation to this
site, though local network upgrades may be required.
Langleybury House is listed grade II* and on English Heritage’s
Buildings at Risk Register. The Core Strategy presents an opportunity to
address this problem by building in a creative way to secure the
enhancement, repair and re-use of this important historic building.
Development of 75 houses in the vicinity of the listed building would be
detrimental to its setting, and also to the openness of the Green Belt in
this location. A sensitive solution should be sought which, ideally, would
remove the modern school buildings in the vicinity of Langleybury
House to allow its enhancement, and re-locate any new development to
a less sensitive and open site. If this entailed the development of a site
in the Green Belt in a more discrete location, a case might be made to
justify this as an exception.
Opposed to development of Langleybury school that does not secure
the enhancement and future use of this important listed building.
SA report does not provide any additional illumination in terms of the
impact of the development. Given the importance of the adjoining listed
building, find the report inadequate in not calling for a more detailed
assessment of the site.
Site used as a children’s farm, therefore pollution potential may have
increased due to animal feed, effluent and pesticides. At the planning
application stage in addition to a PRA it is likely a full SI and DQRA will
be required to include gas and controlled waters risk assessment and
human health piling and foundations and drainage.
Any development should be part of a comprehensive plan to ensure
high quality residential development that also secures s106 monies for
use in the immediate vicinity to address the lack of amenities.
Access to the site is from Langleybury Lane which is a single
carriageway unclassified local distributor road with a 60 mph speed
limit. Highway authority would not support development of the proposed
scope. Paragraph 5.5 in the Long Term Strategy document of the
current LTP states: ‘Developments which will generate a change in the
amount or type of traffic on local rural roads will be resisted in the
following circumstances: where there is an increased risk of accidents,
especially to pedestrians and cyclists; where the road is poor in terms of
width, alignment and/or structural condition; where increased traffic
would have an adverse effect on the local environment either to the
rural character of the road or residential properties alongside it.
Site is remote from existing passenger transport services. Site is also
remote from community facilities which would make trips for everyday
activities necessary. Its closeness to the major road network and poor
accessibility by passenger transport would mean there is little incentive
to use alternatives to car and so is poor in terms of sustainability.
Some risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, may be present. However, in
some parts of the site it is likely that the archaeological potential has
10

been reduced by previous development. Therefore necessary that an
archaeological site impact assessment should be produced before any
development proposal is submitted. The objective of such an
assessment is to determine the extent to which any previous
development on the site has affected its archaeological potential. Such
assessments normally comprise desk-based studies, augmented by
geotechnical information as appropriate. Further archaeological field
evaluation may be required before determination of any application (and
preferably before submission of an application), if it is considered that
the site still retains significant potential for archaeological remains
worthy of preservation in situ.
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Land at Delta Gain, Carpenders Park
Question
Site capacity to be increased from 25 to 35 dwellings. Do you agree with this change
to the site?
Number
Percentage
Yes
335
58%
No
245
42%
580
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
While overall support for development of site, concern that the site is affected by flooding and
noise and vibration from the railway, and that roads and infrastructure in the area could not
support development. Suggested that site should be used to provide station parking or
community facilities instead of housing.
Detailed Comments
Reference

Comment

02034; 01974; 01954; 01948; 01943; 01936; 01929; 01924; 01923;
01920; 01916; 01915; 01913; 01912; 01903; 01902; 01899; 01897;
01767; 01373; 01372; 01337; 01200; 01196; 01142; 01088; 01087;
01086; 01084; 00799; 00707; 00489; 00398; CU/0390

02034; 01952; 01951; 01950; 01929; 01916; 01902; 01900; 01899;
01897; 01892; 01759; 01373; 01372; 01338; 01337; 01372; 01142;
01086; 01083; 00799; 00707
02034; 01953; 01946; 01944; 01940; 01936; 01935; 01933; 01931;
01924; 01914; 01913; 01908; 01906; 01902; 01897; 01895; 01888;
01887; 01768; 01767; 01339; 01200; 01115; 01084; 01083; 01016;
00799; CU/0390

02034; 01916; 01913; anon
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Site is in a
floodplain and
has poor
drainage and
building will make
flooding worse.
Increased traffic
in Delta Gain will
be hazardous as
tight bend and
bus route.
Site should be
used to provide a
station car park.
Railway will lead
to noise and
vibration
problems.

02034; 01921; 01896; anon
01955; 01952; 01951; 01950; 01947; 01943; 01942; 01938; 01936;
01934; 01930; 01929; 01926; 01923; 01918; 01906; 01905; 01904;
01899; 01897; 01894; 01767; 01753; 01372; 01339; 01338; 01337;
01200; 01196; 01142; 01115; 01101; 01084; 01083; 01017; 00707;
00489; CU/0390; anon
01954; 01951; 01942; 01941; 01925; 01923; 01912; 01911; 01910;
01900; 01889; 01892; 01339; 01196; 01088; 01087; 01086; 00489;
CU/0390

Area unsuitable
for any housing,
especially social
housing.
Infrastructure
already stretched.
Development
would make it
worse.

Already parking
problems in area.
Access to the site
01954; anon
is poor.
Overdevelopment
01948; 01932; 01917; 01916; 01914; 01908; 01086; 00857; anon
of site.
Ensure adequate
01945; 00769
off street parking.
Social housing
would cause
problems for
01945; 01903; 01102
estate.
Area already
01943; 01942; 01912; 01760; 01101; 01088; 01084; 00769
overcrowded.
Roads are too
01939; 01928; 01922; 01767; 01196; 01087; 01083; 00763; CU/0390
busy.
Developing small factory units instead would bring much needed
01937; 01898
employment.
01919; 01904;
01894; 01890;
Should be used for community facility e.g. playground, football/ sports
01768; 01334;
area, parking, allotments, library, hall, internet facilities, disabled parking,
01083; 00498;
facilities for senior citizens, centre for training/ education, facility for
CU/0390
young people.
01919;
01910;01102;
01019; 01018;
Should be developed as a green space for local people.
00498
01912
Would lead to loss of open space.
01909
House boats would be a more sensible idea.
Before increasing the population, improve transport facilities for
Carpenders Park i.e. local bus service.
01900
01892
If have to build, build an old people’s home.
01891
Will overpopulate small estate.
01339
Unsuitable for young children because of stream and railway.
01335
Would increase rubbish.
Money that would be spent on flats could build a new road so that traffic
does not have to use Harrow Way and Carpenders Avenue.
01083
00857; anon
Any building should fit in with estate not stand out.
00853
Site in highly sustainable location with no other economic use.
00769
Development could improve local facilities.
Final number of units will be clarified once a detailed scheme has been
prepared.
00643
Higher level of the land surrounding the site ensures that the proposed
scheme will not dominate the surrounding development.
00643
14

00643

00643
CU/0108

NSO/0082
NSO/0015

SCO/0023
(Environment
agency)
SCO/0023
(Environment
agency)
SCO/0023
(Environment
agency)
SCO/0006
(HCC)

SCO/0006
(HCC)
SCO/0006
(HCC)

Proposal will soften the hard edge to the railway and offers the
opportunity for many other environmental enhancements.
Landmark building should not be interpreted as a building that will be
unduly prominent but will be significant, identifiable and a reference point
in the locality.
Landmark building should be tasteful and not too overbearing
Proposals should consider all ecological issues and should have
unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of the site are
already notified for their importance (e.g. wildlife site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
Most of the site is currently within FZ3. A detailed FRA will be required
which must include flood flow modelling that satisfies us that the
floodwater storage area upstream of the site provides an adequate level
of flood protection to allow the flood zones to be modified. Until this point
the development is regarded as unsafe.
Development will provide opportunities to open up and naturalise a
culverted section of watercourse. Any development proposal on this site
should include a naturalised buffer zone to the watercourse with native
species planting only within this buffer zone.
Development will need to provide a sustainable solution to surface water
drainage. Any proposed attenuation ponds should be designed for
wildlife.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority. Access to the site
is from Delta Gain which is a single carriageway unclassified local access
road with a 30 mph speed limit.
Site is very close to Carpenders Park railway station with trains every 20
minutes, but these are all stations services with a journey time of 41
minutes into London. There are bus stops within 400m of the site
although routes available only comprise of the R16 with limited services
to the Watford superstores and the W50 with hourly services into
Watford. For a development of this scale mitigation in terms of upgrades
to local bus stops and/or small scale improvements at the rail station
would be appropriate.
The archaeological implications of development on the following sites can
be mitigated by a condition/s requiring a programme of archaeological
work on any planning permission the LPA is minded to grant.
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Police Station Site, Rectory Road, Rickmansworth
Question
Fire station removed from site as relocation in the local area likely to be difficult in the
foreseeable future and capacity reduced to 20 dwellings. Do you agree with this
change to the site?
Number
Percentage
Yes
356
60%
No
233
40%
589
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Concerns that both the fire and police station should be retained to serve local area, and that
infrastructure insufficient to support any development in the area.
Detailed Comments
Reference

Comment

03008; 02085; 01981; 00661; CU/0108; anon

Traffic/ roads in
area too busy.
Need to keep fire
station and police
station for the
area. Good
location for
emergency
services.

03006; 02047; 02028; 02017; 02001; 01997; 01995; 01284; 01252;
01243; 01161; 00864; 00848; 00814; 00807; 00703; 00577; CU/0324;
CU/0278; CU/0235; CU/0194; CU/0115; CU/0052; NSI/0233; NSI/0183
02079
School places to be considered first
Rickmansworth is a beautiful town and the town centre and surrounding
area needs to be kept in character.
02075; 02009
02001; 00515;
anon
Already strain on infrastructure, more housing will make this worse.
01242
No further dwellings in area.
00879
Should be used as open space to reduce impact on roads and services.
00608; 00601
Not a suitable site for residential.
00515
20 dwellings is too many.
Site was only site in Rickmansworth voted down. Council should respect
00491
that decision.
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00467
CU/0325
NSI/0145

NSO/0082
NSO/0015
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Dwellings will need to be well soundproofed in fire station remains.
Redevelop only for staff housing if necessary.
Impact on fire station should be assessed before any decision made on
site.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
Our maps show a tank which may be providing a threat to controlled
waters. In addition to a PRA, it is likely a full Site Investigation (SI) will
be required to assess the risk that the tank poses.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority. This site is in a
sustainable location, within walking/cycling distance of town centre
services, bus services and rail stations. However access from A412
Rectory Road near the Ebury roundabout. The A412 is a dual
carriageway main destructor at that point. It has a 40mph speed limit
and is part of the Principal Road network. The highway authority would
not therefore allow any new access points.
There is It is considered that the archaeological implications of
development on the following sites can be mitigated by a condition/s
requiring a programme of archaeological work on any planning
permission the LPA is minded to grant.
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2) Housing Sites Focus of Consultation
Killingdown Farm, Croxley Green
Question
Site may be increased from 35 to 160 dwellings. Do you agree that the site should be
taken forward?
Number
Percentage
Yes
136
9%
No
1361
91%
1497

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Objections to development of green belt, and concerns over the impact of development on
the area including on traffic, the conservation area and infrastructure in the area (in particular
on education provision). Also comments that woodland is not needed in the area, and the
location is inappropriate for a doctor’s surgery as it is away from the centre of the village.
Detailed Comments
Reference
Comment
03012; 03010; 03009; 03008; 03000; 02096; 02093; 02085; 02082;
02081; 02079; 02075; 02074; 02072; 02071; 02070; 02069; 02067;
02066; 02065; 02064; 02063; 02061; 02060; 02059; 02058; 02056;
02055; 02054; 02052; 02047; 02046; 02045; 02044; 02043; 02041;
02040; 02039; 02038; 02036; 02035; 02032; 02029; 02028; 02027;
02025; 023023; 02022; 02021; 02019; 02017; 02013; 02012;
02011; 02010; 02009; 02008; 02006; 02003; 02002; 02001; 01999;
01998; 01997; 01996; 01995; 01994; 01991; 01990; 01989; 01987;
01984; 01981; 01979; 01978; 01975; 01967; 01965; 01964; 01876;
01873; 01866; 01864; 01861; 01860; 01850; 01853; 01846; 01845;
01831; 01829; 01828; 01825; 01823; 01819; 01816; 01811; 01803;
01802; 01798; 01796; 01795; 01793; 01788; 01786; 01783; 01763;
01762; 01735; 01729; 01714; 01638; 01637; 01525; 01496; 01488;
01486; 01462; 01417; 01386; 01369; 01368; 01365; 01354; 01353;
01350; 01349; 01343; 01342; 01330; 01328; 01326; 01317; 01306;
01302; 01295; 01288; 01284; 01280; 01272; 01270; 01269; 01260;
01257; 01256; 01254; 01252; 01238; 01208; 01199; 01192; 01191;
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Infrastructure already
stretched. Will be
worsened by
development.

01184; 01183; 01173; 01170; 01162; 01161; 01159; 01146;
01141; 01139; 01138; 01136; 01130; 01129; 01126; 01124; 01121;
01117; 01116; 01112; 01107; 01098; 01096; 01092; 01089; 01085;
01082; 01065; 01064; 01063; 01062; 01061; 01056; 01053; 01050;
01045; 01044; 01041; 01035; 01034; 01032; 01031; 01012; 01010;
01008; 01007; 00991; 00990; 00984; 00978; 00976; 00975; 00974;
00969; 00960; 0953; 00952; 00939; 00938; 00925; 00915; 00906;
00880; 00879; 00871; 00860; 00859; 00858; 00856; 00855; 00848;
00847; 00841; 00835; 00809; 00780; 00779; 00703; 00700; 00577;
00518; 00426; 00303; 00300; 00293; 00291; 00286; 00278; 00276;
00275; 00274; CU/0247; CU/0200; CU/0181; CU/0166; CU/0160;
CU/0115; CU/0077; NSI/0264; NSI/0256; NSI/0255; NSI/0251;
NSI/0244; NSI/0239; NSI/0231; NSI/0233; NSI/0227; NSI/0219;
NSI/0204; NSI/0197; NSI/0195; NSI/0183; NSI/0179; NSI/0166;
NSI/0161; NSI/0159; NSI/0158; NSI/0156; NSI/0153; NSI/0150;
NSI/0148; NSI/0145; NSI/0141; NSI/0061; anon X4
03012; 02071; 02040; 02039; 01763; 01208; 01170; 01144; 00923;
00564; CU/0160; CU/0090; anon
03010; 03009; 03001; 02099; 02085; 02084; 02083; 02072; 02067;
02066; 02063; 02054; 02053; 02046; 02044; 02040; 02039; 02038;
02037; 02036; 02035; 02032; 02031; 02027; 02024; 02021; 02014;
02012; 02011; 02004; 02003; 02002; 02001; 02000; 01998; 01996;
01994; 01990; 01987; 01982; 01967; 01965; 01964; 01873; 01868;
01861; 01845; 01833; 01823; 01819; 01816; 01800; 01796; 01786;
01978; 01975; 01850; 01762; 01675; 01603; 01599; 01496; 01495;
01491; 01459; 01390; 01386; 01369; 01367; 01361; 01357; 01354;
01306; 01297; 01284; 01265; 01252; 01235; 01213; 01208; 01199;
01197; 01191; 01184; 01162; 01146; 01144; 01139; 01138; 01119;
01117; 01107; 01106; 01096; 01091; 01085; 01082; 01064; 01053;
01050; 01045; 01044; 01041; 01038; 01008; 01007; 00991; 00986;
00984; 00976; 00952; 00903; 00879; 00878; 00870; 00864; 00855;
00852; 00851; 00850; 00835; 00800; 00795; 00787; 00780; 00764;
00703; 0700; 00652; 00632; 00577; 00561; 00518; 00426; 00314;
00303; 00279; 00278; 00274; 00269; 00268; CU/0288; CU/0278;
CU/0257; CU/0254; CU/0240; CU/0181; CU/0090; NSI/0265;
NSI/0258; NSI/0233; NSI/0219; NSI/0204; NSI/0195; NSI/0194;
NSI/0183; NSI/0179; NSI/0161; NSI/0158; NSI/0156; NSI/0148;
NSI/0137; NSI/064; NSI/0061; NSI/0046; anonX2
03010; 03009; 03008; 03000; 02096; 02095; 02091; 02085; 02081;
02079; 02072; 02071; 02067; 02066; 02065; 02063; 02060; 02058;
02055; 02052; 02043; 02042; 02040; 02039; 02038; 02035; 02033;
02032; 02028; 02027; 02025; 02021; 02014; 02011; 02010; 02008;
02007; 02006; 02005; 02001; 01999; 01997; 01996; 01994; 01993;
01992; 01991; 01989; 01987; 01984; 01978; 01976; 01975; 01967;
01966; 01965; 01958; 01873; 01866; 01864; 01861; 01853; 01846;
01831; 01830; 01829; 01825; 01824; 01816; 01811; 01808; 01802;
01798; 01796; 01786; 01763; 01762; 01638; 01637; 01525; 01459;
01417; 01368; 01350; 01342; 01321; 01306; 01303; 01302; 01288;
01272; 01270; 01269; 01256; 01252; 01238; 01213; 01199; 01191;
01183; 01182; 01181; 01173; 01170; 01161; 01056; 01155; 01146;
01141; 01139; 01138; 01136; 01132; 01129; 01124; 01121; 01117;
01116; 01107; 01099; 01098; 01089; 01085; 01063; 01062; 01061;
01056; 01053; 01051; 01050; 01045; 01044; 01041; 01035; 01034;
01032; 01031; 01012; 01010; 01008; 01007; 00984; 00975; 00974;
00969; 00960; 00952; 00949; 00938; 00925; 00920; 00915; 00911;
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Too large a
development.

Object to
development of
green belt.

Roads already
congested. Will be
worsened by
development.

00906; 00903; 00901; 00883; 00880; 00879; 00861; 00859; 00858;
00855; 00848; 00847; 00841; 00839; 00835; 00809; 00780; 00764;
00700; 00577; 00446; 00426; 00316; 00303; 00301; 00300; 00286;
00278; 00276; 00275; 00274; CU/0288; CU/0254; CU/0242;
CU/0200; CU/0181; CU/0166; CU/0160; CU/0077; CU/0075;
CU/0052; NSI/0265; NSI/0264; NSI/0258; NSI/0257; NSI/0256;
NSI/0255; NSI/0251; NSI/0239; NSI/0233; NSI/0231; NSI/0219;
NSI/0204; NSI/0195; NSI/0183; NSI/0172; NSI/0166; NSI/0161;
NSI/0159; NSI/0157; NSI/0153; NSI/0150; NSI/0141; NSI/0137;
NSI/0061; anon X5
03009; 02085; 02074; 02070; 02069; 02065; 02055; 02047; 02045;
02040; 02039; 02022; 02017; 02012; 02010; 02009; 02008; 02005;
02002; 02000; 01994; 01992; 01987; 01979; 01976; 01800; 01763;
01762; 01368; 01343; 01290; 01280; 01272; 01270; 01217; 01141;
01117; 01116; 01062; 01032; 01014; 01007; 00976; 00938; 00915;
00903; 00848; 00293; 00274; CU/0254; NSI/0264; NSI/0258;
NSI/0233; NSI/0227; NSI/0219; NSI/0179; NSI/0159; NSI/0158;
NSI/0153; NSI/0145;
03008; 02085; 02079; 02022; 02004; 01853; 01367; 01146; 01092;
01082; 00974; 00906; 00703; NSI/0233; NSI/0156; NSO/0077
03008; 02056; 02048; 02046; 02042; 02011; 02009; 001998;
01994; 01989; 01987; 01835; 01796; 01786; 01364; 01354; 01297;
01273; 01248; 01220; 01203; 01191; 01157; 01140; 01117; 01057;
01053; 01010; 01008; 01007; 00999; 00884; 00835; 00787; 00426;
00291; 00274; CU/0247; NSI/0224; NSI/0152; NSI/0150; NSI/0148;
anon
03006; 02075; 02054; 02052; 02007; 01303; 01302; 01238; 01853;
01850; 01831; NSI/0233
03001; 02075; 02044; 02039; 02038; 02001; 02000; 01997; 01978;
01971; 01967; 01965; 01876; 01849; 01762; 01675; 01304; 01302;
01264; 01235; 01192; 01130; 01098; 01010; 00960; 00864; 00426;
00300; 00274; CU/0356; CU/0115; NSI/0257; NSI/0161; NSI/0141;
NSI/0061;
02089; 02064; 02043; 01762; 01637; 01268; 01062; 00883; 00847;
00800; 00764; 00652; CU/0166; NSI/0255; NSI/0190; NSI/0166;
NSI/0159; NSI/0156; NSI/0141

02089
02075; 02040; 02039; 02038; 02027; 02012; 02011; 02010; 02004;
02001; 02000; 01978; 01795; 01762; 01264; 01256; 01191; 01130;
01064; 01035; 01034; 01012; 00901; 00871; 00856; 00850; 00764;
00700; 00426; 00301; 00269; CU/0240; CU/0166; NSI/0257;
NSI/0172; NSI/0159; NSI/0061;
02072; 02032; 01786; 01182
02070; 02069; 02067; 02045; 02019; 02007; 01966; 01985; 01981;
01962; 01861; 01860; 01831; 01829; 01714; 01257; 01213; 01169;
01162; 01138; 01126; 01007; 00969; 00861; NSI/0204; NSI/0179;
NSI/0145;
02064; 02045; 02001; 01525; 01285; 01284; 01007; 00975; 00939;
00887; 00874; 00398; CU/0193
02063; 02032; 02011; 01342; 01260; 01386; 01369; 01181; 01116;
01085; 00984; 00966; 00847; 00518; CU/0181; anon
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Already development
in Croxley e.g. OMT,
IMC.
Would harm
ecological value of
area.

Would impact on
‘village’ and
character of area.
Loss of open space/
countryside.

Inappropriate location
for Doctors surgery to
serve Croxley Green.
Access from Grove
Crescent unsuitable.
Woodland would
compensate a large
number of houses.
Woodland not
needed in area and
would harm
openness.
Would reduce safety/
increase crime.

Overdevelopment of
area.
Site could be used
for new school.
Would devalue
houses.

02049; 01995; 01983; 01798; 01795; 01695; 01694; 01692; 00848;
NSI/0239
02046; 01367
02040; 02039; 02036; 02021; 01984; 01850; 01763; 01367; 01357;
01082; 00878; 00870; 00864; 00787; 00703; 00291; 00274; 00268;
NSI/0265; NSI/0258; NSO/0077
02040; 02039; 02038; 01982; 01762; 01268; 00978; 00839; 00764;
00661; 00292; NSI/0159; NSI/0156; NSI/0141; anon
02030; 02010; 01983; 01965; 01853; 01829; 01494; 01492; 01191;
00279; NSI/0183
02022; 02006; 01994; 01369; 01359; 01358; 01356; 00906; 00852;
00835; NSI/0204; NSI/0145

02016

02012; 01762; NSI/0197

No need for more
housing in Croxley.
Would increase
journeys by car.
Development would
impact on
conservation area.
Smaller proposal
may be acceptable.
Would lead to loss of
valuable farmland.
Impact on The
Green/ amenity value
of area.
Should provide more
amenities for sports
not housing.
No open/ play spaces
for children to play in
this part of Croxley.
Impact on drainage/
flooding in area.
Would reduce quality
of life of residents.

02004; 01270; 00847;
01996; 01771; 01386; 01138; 01126; 01082; 01007; 00300;
CU/0077
01992; 01492
Allotments would be better than woodland.
01986; 01069;
01049; 01007
No new housing should be built without a new school first.
01804; 01762;
00269
Suggested benefits are not guaranteed.
01781; NSI/0150 Croxley needs an old people’s home/ sheltered accommodation.
01763; 01303;
00787; 00641;
00274; NSI/0204 Impact on area of historical importance.
01763; 01082;
00764; 00564;
anon
Would not be in keeping with surrounding area.
01762; 00274;
00269
160 dwellings could become 300.
01460; 01361;
00966; 00839;
00764; 00274;
NSI/0265;
NSI/0233
Area currently used for walking/ jogging/ recreation.
01367; 00703
Protected trees on the site.
01367
Only very small proportion of development on PDL.
Difficult to integrate housing into landscape and would be a high visual
impact.
01367
01353
Already difficult parking at shops.
01256
No easy bus connections.
Do not need high cost and badly built properties. Social housing and
ecologically sound ideology is needed. Local government could take a
lead where the government does not. Organizations that have
specialised in low impact housing developments e.g. BedZed, Habitat
for Humanity, C.A.T. and Herts could add to the list.
00990
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00658
00620
00456

00280
00280

00280

00280

00280

00280

00280

If this proposal is to proceed, would wish to see as large a proportion as
possible of the housing being affordable, whether social rented or
intermediate affordable.
Croxley - Sarratt road over used at present and in very bad condition.
Woodland is a good proposition.
In landownership terms, there are two owners, Peter Foster of
Killingdown Farm and TRDC which own possible access points from
Grove Crescent. At informal officer level, the advice is that subject to
Killingdown Farm being formally allocated, officers do not forsee any
major obstacles to any of the possible access points via Grove
Crescent, subject to an Agreement of Terms and Committee approval.
Infrastructure and services all immediately available on the site, but
recognised that some local upgrading may be required.
Woodland planting has a number of beneficial planning advantages. In
addition to providing a public legacy and benefit, if the green belt
boundary were to be rolled back to Little Green Lane, woodland planting
to the north would provide better protection against further development.
Doctors have identified the need for a surgery as soon as possible, and
preferably prior to 2016. [PCT has for some time been keen for the
amalgamation and enhancement of the practices’ premises to provide
improved services and facilities for patients. PCT has identified the CG
practices as one of its priorities. The practices would wish for the
amalgamation and premises improvement to be achieved at the earliest
opportunity, preferably before 2016. Existing doctor’s surgery sites are
insufficient to accommodate the new surgery provision required and, to
date, no practical opportunity for an alternative site has arisen. Support
proposals for the provision of new surgery accommodation in CG. Whilst
the proposed development is not the ideal location, confirm that, subject
to access and car parking matters being fully considered, both Doctors’
Practices support the development of Killingdown Farm new surgery
premises within CG].
Phasing should be 2009-2015 period to make early provision for
woodland planting and doctor’s surgery. Both community benefits need
to be funded from the residential development. Early release of the site
will ensure that the current capacity issues of medical provision can be
addressed as soon as possible. Note Council’s overall objective is for
the brownfield urban sites to be developed earlier in the Plan period,
and the green belt later, this needs to be weighed against the current
economic climate and viability. It is not expected that the current
housing market will materially change within the next few years. In the
meantime, there is a need for housing in the District. Urban sites often
have alternative uses and, would not come forward for development
until such time as residential land values exceeded the alternative uses.
Given the national shortfall on housing completions over the recent past,
there is a certain amount of catch up needed to address the imbalance.
Scoring of Killingdown Farm does not take into account actual distances
to nearest facilities and makes no provision that the proposal includes
proposals for woodland planting. Using Woodland Trust figures the
carbon off-set/ storage equivalent is 12000tonnes. The SA report
identifies reduction in CO2 emissions as a prime objective. Amendments
to distances to services suggested.
The entirety of CG is either in GPzone 1 or 2. Killingdown is on the outer
edge of zone 2, and close to not being within a zone at all. Zoning does
not prevent development; it is merely to monitor the risk of
contamination form activities that might cause pollution. Residential
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00280

00280

00280

00280
00280

00280

00280
CU/0356
CU/0102
NSI/0197
NSI/0190
NSI/0190

NSO/0082

NSO/0077
NSO/0015

development is unlikely to cause pollution of the sort which would be of
concern to the EA.
Council recognises that in order to meet housing requirements,
development for 1500 houses will be necessary within the green belt. If
Killingdown Farm is not a location, some other part of the green belt will
have to be developed. Council has undertaken a number of studies and
considered a number of issues before determining which sites are to be
considered best fit. Killingdown Farm has been part of that process and
exercise. Other green belt sites did not perform as well. If Killingdown
not allocated, will need alternative green belt site which is not as good in
terms of achieving the criteria and will not perform as well.
Only part of the proposal relating to development in the CA is the
replacement of existing utilitarian farm buildings. New buildings by
design and materials will enhance the CA and make a positive
contribution to its appearance. Buildings are not proposed on open land
within the CA.
There are no proposals for Little Green Lane to be used as a bus route.
The nearest bus stop is at the end of Repton Way, 415m distance. The
development has potential for improving public transport facilities to the
area by: improved frequency of services to meet demand and extending
the route around Grove Crescent.
As part of planning permission, developer/ landowner will be required to
enter into planning obligations which will include education provision. If
as a consequence of this development, new classrooms are required,
an extension of existing education facilities, the LEA would take that into
account in determining the level of contribution.
Proposals make provision for an amalgamated surgery to meet the
accommodation requirements of the Doctors’ practices.
Officers and Cllrs will come under pressure for site to be dropped. Views
of public need to be considered, but if objections merely against
development in the green belt, also apply to any other green belt
location. Understand some objections may be based on inclusion of
woodland planting, but owner can plant woodland without planning
permission, therefore objections not material planning considerations.
Objectors seem to be of the view that 300 dwellings will be built at
Killingdown. Landowner has only ever indicated a development of more
than 100 dwellings in response to an earlier consultation and a proposal
of 150 dwellings as part of a second consultation response, but has
agreed with the Council’s figure of 160 houses and that is what the
landowner has accepted. The Council is only consulting on proposals for
160 houses, and that is what the landowner has accepted. Objections
based on some arbitrary higher figure will not be well founded.
Would lead to further proposals in green belt in wooded area.
Little Green Lane is ancient and should be retained.
Little Green School should not be extended as already 3 form entry.
Would overlook Grove Crescent properties.
Small bus already has problems getting round Grove Crescent because
of parking.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there are no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
The site scores 669 (in a range of scores from 443 to 1012) which is
low. Difficult to see what merits or specific site circumstances exist to
make an exception by allocating this site for housing development.
Concerns regarding Waste Water Services in relation to this site.
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SCO/0057
(Natural
England)
SCO/0026
(English
Heritage)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

SCO/0020
(CGPC)
SCO/0020
(CGPC)
SCO/0020
(CGPC)
SCO/0020
(CGPC)
SCO/0020
(CGPC)
SCO/0020
(CGPC)
SCO/0020
(CGPC)
SCO/0020
(CGPC)

SCO/0006
(HCC)
SCO/0006

Specifically sewage treatment capacity in this area is unlikely to be able
to support the demand anticipated from this development. It will be
necessary for us to undertake investigations into the impact of the
development and completion of this, on average, takes 12 weeks. It
should be noted that in the event of an upgrade to our assets being
required, up to three years lead in time will be necessary. In this case
we ask that the following paragraph is included in the Core Strategy in
relation to the site “Developers will be required to demonstrate that there
is adequate waste water capacity both on and off the site to serve the
development and that it would not lead to problems for existing or new
users. In some circumstances it may be necessary for developers to
fund studies to ascertain whether the proposed development will lead to
overloading of existing waste water infrastructure.
Understand that site is within the Green Belt but consider that proposed
woodland would make a positive use of this area of land in terms of
increased benefits for biodiversity and outdoor recreation. To add further
value to the biodiversity of this area, recommend that green corridors
are created through the proposed housing site linking the new woodland
with the existing urban area which will allow for movement of wildlife and
public access. Would also urge that all planting used in landscaping and
the creation of the proposed woodland must be native tree and plant
species of local provenance.
Proposal identified as affecting the conservation area and listed
buildings. These factors should be given very careful consideration.
At the planning app stage, in addition to a PRA it’s likely a full SI and
DQRA will be required to include gas and controlled waters risk
assessment and human health, piling and foundations and drainage.
This is due to potential contamination from hydrocarbons and pesticides.
Opportunities refer to “good access to primary education”. By 2021 will
be no places left for primary education in Croxley Green. No reference
to secondary education was made. Accordingly TRDC would need to
liaise with HCC for new Primary and Secondary schools within the area.
No mention of the proposed development on the OMT and IMC sites.
TRDC to look at better sports facilities within Croxley Green to service
the increasing population.
No reference to social housing needs and requirements.
The current proposed access and egress routes appear unrealistic given
the potential vehicular activity generated by the proposals.
Site scores quite low in the Housing Sites Overall Scores achieving 669
out of a maximum of 1350.
Whilst in general terms Members not against development on footprints
of existing land available, development on Greenfield land would have to
be considered extremely carefully when applications made.
Provision for Community Allotments via the Parish Council should be
made.
No fundamental objection from the Highway Authority. Access to the site
is from Little Green Lane which is a single carriageway unclassified local
access road with a 30 mph speed limit. It lies on the northern fringe of
Croxley Green. There is no fundamental objection from the highway
authority. However a full Transport Assessment will be required to
mitigate local impacts on the road network and transport systems.
Site is on the north-eastern edge of the existing built up area of Croxley
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(HCC)

SCO/0006
(HCC)

SCO/0006
(HCC)

and is therefore remote from existing bus services. Closest existing bus
route runs along Grove Crescent and only provides limited services and
would be outside 400m of some of the site. Significant developer
contributions would be required to provide improved bus services.
Site rates poorly in terms of sustainability given the distance from local
facilities, may be difficult to serve with a diverted bus service which may
struggle to be commercially viable. Site is about 1.5 miles from Croxley
underground station on the Metropolitan line. In terms of passenger
transport the site is not supported. If the site were to come forward it site
should be designed so as to be conducive to bus operation and with
effective pedestrian/cycle links.
Risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, are present. Because the
presence of such remains could be a reason for refusal of any planning
application, it is necessary that an archaeological assessment take
place before the application is submitted. The details of the scope of any
archaeological assessment will be dependant upon the nature of any
development proposal. Also recommend that a rapid archaeological
assessment is undertaken before being allocated for development in
order to determine if the importance and extent of archaeological
remains are such that they might affect the principle of development on
the site. Such assessments normally comprise desk-based studies and
carefully targeted archaeological test-pitting or trail trenching and are
relatively inexpensive.
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Fairways Farm and Penfold Golf Course, Garston
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
240
319
559

Yes
No

Percentage
43%
57%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Objections to building on green belt and impacts on roads and surrounding area. Concerns
raised that infrastructure insufficient to support development in the area and because of
proximity to busy roads and waste transfer station. A petition with 42 signatures was received
objecting to the site.
Detailed Comments
Reference

Comment

Although green
03009; 01982; 00848; CU/0240; NSI/0194
belt, is confined.
03001; 02093; 02026; 02001; 01994; 00863; 00851; 00850; 00820;
00728; 00703; 00609; 00582;00577; 00515; 00467; 00464; 00456;
Do not build on
CU/0288; CU/0257; NSI/0145
green belt.
02081; 02035; 01994; 01988; 01973; 01108; 01007; 00820; 00553;
Strain on
00464; NSI/0094;
infrastructure.
02081; 02079; 02075; 01988; 01963; 01367; 00728; 00644; 00428;
Increased traffic
CU/0288; CU/0063; NSI/0094; NSO/0074; anon
and congestion.
02044
Extensive urban area with excellent roads.
02028
Will require large s106 contributions.
02025; 01988;
01963; 01367;
Proximity to waste transfer station will create problems of smell and
00820; 00428
vermin, and may conflict with waste site allocation.
01988; 01973;
01963; 01341;
00860; 00536;
00428; 00293
Should retain golf course facilities.
01988; 01963;
01367; 00820;
Proximity to A405 and M1 so would be noise and air quality issues.
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00428; CU/0102;
01988
01988
01988

01973
01963; 00820;
00305
01963; 01367
01963

01963
01367; 00820

01367
00862
00862
00862
00820

00658
00644; 00553
00456; CU/0325

00365
00365

00365

00365

00365
00365
00365

Emergency access will be a problem.
Would lead to loss of wildlife.
Need employment for additional people.
Proposal for a footpath for pedestrians and entrance for emergency
vehicles onto Bucknalls Lane is not viable as would cause a safety
issue. Extreme care has to be taken when turning into Bucknalls Lane
from this drive due to the volume of traffic and the bend in the road
which makes it difficult to see approaching vehicles. I use this drive as
the only access to my home and although I do not own this land, I have
legal right of way at all times.
Could lead to Garston joining with Bricket Wood/ St Albans.
Would lead to loss of open recreational land.
Would encourage use of the car.
When this and Waterdell site taken together with development of the
extended site of Waterdell Farmland with, 400+ dwellings in St Albans
as well as 150 dwellings proposed on BRE, it will result in detrimental
change to the character of the area and urbanise the whole area.
Flood risk on part of site.
Site is above the preferred maximum distance to a local shop as
outlined in the Institute for Highways and Transportation guidelines in
Providing for Journeys on foot.
Traffic congestion in area already bad and will get worse.
Houses to rear of site will lose privacy and views.
Already large amount of development in area.
Area already well served with leisure facilities and no need for
community centre.
If development goes ahead, as large a proportion as possible of the
housing should be affordable, whether social rented or intermediate
affordable.
Would be further development in Abbots Langley which already bears
brunt of development.
Access from A405 not acceptable.
Indicative masterplan demonstrates that development will be highly
sustainable in respect of energy efficiency, encouragement of
biodiversity, providing mix of housing types for families of different sizes
and people at different life stages, and flexible-use community spaces.
All vehicular access is proposed to take place from the A405.
Illustrative masterplan demonstrates the quality of development the
promoters of this site aspire to achieve. The objective is to develop a
garden village that will be a local asset.
While located in green belt, we believe this site represents a highly
sustainable proposition in terms of green belt release as it is bound to
the east and west by the M1 and A405, residential development to the
south and industrial development to the north. There is no possibility for
further intrusion and development on the green belt.
The site for the proposed development effectively qualifies as previously
used land and it is unlikely that development will lead to a reduction in
biodiversity, affect any sensitive landscape, wildlife or historical
features.
Majority of the site is also located in an area of low flood risk, and close
to local facilities.
Aware of a number of concerns amongst local residents such as
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CU/0349

NSO/0087

NSO/0082
NSO/0074
NSO/0015

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

SCO/0018
(ALPC)
SCO/0018

possible impact of additional traffic on Bucknalls Lane. Confident that
once we embark on pre-planning discussions with the local planning
authority, concerns could be resolved through further community
consultation on initial development concepts for the site. In discussions
we had with local residents at the LAF on 1 December 2009, clear that
provided local residents could have further input on the illustrative
proposals for the site, many of these concerns could be resolved.
Loss of green belt here (and at Leavesden) should be compensated by
additional support for restoring open areas in Three Rivers.
Object to loss of Golf Course which is contributing towards meeting the
golf facility needs of the population in the Watford area especially for
beginners. Pay and play golf courses provide opportunities for all
groups in the community to access golf facilities unlike membership only
courses. TRDC’s Open Space, Sport and Recreation Assessment
(2005) did not identify a surplus of golf facility provision in the district
and only identified one existing 9 hole golf course. Consequently, there
is no up-to-date evidence base available which would justify the golf
course being released for development on the basis of it being surplus
to requirements and consequently the proposal would not be considered
to accord with PPG17 guidance. If the site is proposed for housing
development, this allocation would only be considered to be acceptable
if an up-to-date study clearly showed a clear excess of this type of golf
course provision in quantitative, qualitative and accessibility terms in
accordance with PPG17 guidance.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
300 dwellings excessive.
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
Site located between two major roads (M1 and the A405). It is not sited
near an SSSI or within the AONB. It is however within the Green Belt. In
this case we consider that the type of development proposed i.e. a
“Garden Village” could maintain and possibly enhance the wildlife
interest of this site. The indicative masterplan envisages extensive tree
and hedgerow planting, an eco corridor, Sustainable Urban Drainage
measures and a continuous landscape corridor around the site which
are all features which would increase the biodiversity value of the area
and we would therefore support. Suggest that where possible links are
made to the surrounding open countryside for both public access and
wildlife using tunnels or bridges across the roads. Links should also be
made into the urban area to the south to increase the GI network.
Part of the site is within FZ3 and part within FZ2. The Bucknalls Brook
watercourse appears to be within the site boundary and this will have an
impact on the development. A FRA will be required to satisfy all flood
risk concerns at the detailed planning application stage. Development
will need to reduce flood risk and provide a sustainable solution to
surface water drainage. Any development proposal on this site should
include a naturalised buffer zone to the Bucknalls Brook with native
species planting only within this buffer zone.
Loss of green open space and golf course, critical to maintaining
openness of green belt and development will result in merging of
Garston, Watford and Bricket Wood/ St Albans (exacerbated by
Waterdell site).
Edge of settlement development with concerns about access, traffic,
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(ALPC)

SCO/0014
(Watford
Borough Council)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

employment, infrastructure and services; sandwiched between M1 and
A405 will have noise and air quality issues; proximity to Waterdale WTS
and recycling centre where those already living on Bucknalls Land
already notice smell and noise. Waterdale is a proposed preferred site
in Hertfordshire Minerals and Waste Development Framework DPDs.
Concerns over impact on A405 traffic and loss of green belt. If
development goes ahead, agree that generous back gardens and
extensive tree planting around the boundary should be implemented.
The highway authority would not allow a new access off the A405. LTP
LTS 5.5 states that: ‘New accesses to Primary Routes and Main
Distributor Roads will normally be resisted but where access is allowed
a high standard of provision will be required.’
The site is not a sustainable location. It is at a significant distance from
the services of the town centre although is close to the schools in north
Watford. The nearest existing bus services operate along the A405
outside 400m from some of the site. The neighbouring Building
Research Establishment is also a proposed housing site (within the St
Albans Core Strategy). If site were to come forward in order that the site
is accessible by bus, bus stops could be added on the A405 and a safe
means of crossing would need to be provided in order that residents can
access bus stops. Site should be designed so as to be conducive to bus
operation and with effective pedestrian/cycle links. Site is about 1 mile
from Garston station on the Abbey line linking St Albans and Watford
Junction. Full Transport Assessment to mitigate local impacts on the
road network and transport systems would be required.
Part of Fairways Farm/Penfold Golf Course lies within 50m to the south
of Waterdale Waste Transfer Station. This is a preferred and
safeguarded site (HPO041) in the Waste Site Allocations Issues and
Preferred Options 2 document (November 2009). TRDC should be
aware that the County Council will not support planning applications that
are within 50m of a waste related operation, in line with policy 3 in the
Waste Core Strategy and Development Policies Issues and Preferred
Options 2 Document.
Some risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, may be present. However, in
some parts of the site, it is likely that the archaeological potential has
been reduced by previous development. It is therefore necessary that
an archaeological site impact assessment should be produced before
any development proposal is submitted. The objective of such an
assessment is to determine the extent to which any previous
development on the site has affected its archaeological potential. Such
assessments normally comprise desk-based studies, augmented by
geotechnical information as appropriate. Further archaeological field
evaluation may be required before determination of any application (and
preferably before submission of an application), if it is considered that
the site still retains significant potential for archaeological remains
worthy of preservation in situ.
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3) New Housing Sites
Adjacent to 65 Toms Lane, Kings Langley
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
338
147
485

Yes
No

Percentage
70%
30%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Concern about overdevelopment of site and area, impacts on traffic and that infrastructure is
insufficient to support development.
Detailed Comments
Reference
02087; 00775
02077
02009
01108; 00776;
CU/0362

01100

Comment
Site is green belt and should stay as green belt.
Should not be mobile homes/ gypsy site.
Kings Langley being turned into sprawling mass.
Infrastructure already stretched- will be made worse.
Phasing should be 2009-2015 as site is brownfield comprising lawful
industrial and retail use that adjoins a residential property and which is
not conditioned by hours of operation or noise levels. Potential for
operation of site and its use to be beyond what would usually be
expected within a planning permission. Potential for an intensification of
use and greater disturbance to local residents. B2 use is not usually
regarded as being compatible with a residential location. Operation of
the site generates deliveries by HGVs and articulated lorries which have
access via Toms Lane, a residential/ rural highway. Parking, loading
and unloading of these vehicles may cause disruption to other highway
users. The Highway Authority has mitigated in part the impact on the
highway by installing high kerbs outside the site. Brownfield site
releases should in general take precedence over greenfield releases.
Earlier phasing of this site would improve amenity of nearby residents
and reduce the use of Toms Lane by HGV and articulated lorries.
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00902; 00807;
00776; 00718;
00514; NSI/0260;
NSI/0145;
NSI/0038; anon
00902; 00776;
00775; CU/0362
00848
00827; 00776
00776
00776

00776
00776
00644
00507; 00456;
CU/0362
CU/0362
CU/0204
CU/0153

NSO/0082
NSO/0015
SCO/0018
(ALPC)
SCO/0008
(Dacorum BC)

SCO/0008
(Dacorum BC)

SCO/0008
(Dacorum BC)
SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Overdevelopment of site.
Too much traffic on Toms Lane already.
Area not too populated so 15 dwellings shouldn’t be a problem.
Drainage can not cope with more development.
Would not be enough parking.
Unusual and believed rare apple trees to the front of the property.
Bungalow at 65 is to be included in development. Property is probably
the oldest in Toms Lane, formerly known as the Retreat and used by
Officers during WWI.
Would lead to overlooking and overshadowing.
Site is further development in Abbots Langley in semi-rural area, further
imposition on parish.
Toms Lane unsuitable for further development.
No footpath for pedestrians.
Make provision for increasing access to cycle routes.
Should not be set in stone and 15 should be the maximum.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
Accept as will tidy up an existing self-contained brownfield site, albeit in
the green belt.
Site in green belt so development contrary to PPG2 and East of
England Plan which encourages longstanding green belt restraint.
Concerns regarding the impact on the capacity of the primary school. If
the children living in the proposed development are to go to Kings
Langley primary school then this may cause problems in terms of the
capacity at the school. The views of HCC must be sought on this matter.
Toms Lane identified in Urban Nature and Conservation Study as an
important wildlife corridor leading out of the village. The progression of
this site for housing development is likely to have a negative impact on
the viability of this wildlife corridor.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority.
Some risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, may be present. However, in
some parts of the site likely that the archaeological potential has been
reduced by previous development. Therefore necessary that an
archaeological site impact assessment produced before any
development proposal submitted. The objective of such an assessment
is to determine the extent to which any previous development on the
site has affected its archaeological potential. Such assessments
normally comprise desk-based studies, augmented by geotechnical
information as appropriate. Further archaeological field evaluation may
be required before determination of any application (and preferably
before submission of an application), if it is considered that the site still
retains significant potential for archaeological remains worthy of
preservation in situ.
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Mansion House Farm, Equestrian Centre, Bedmond Road
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
270
208
478

Yes
No

Percentage
56%
44%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Concern over development of green belt and that infrastructure is insufficient to support new
development.
Detailed Comments
Reference
03011; 02098;
01175; CU/0288;
CU/0153;
CU/0102
02078; 01175
02078
01175; 01108;
CU/0153
01175; 01108;
00534
00848
00807
00644; 00536
00456

00272
CU/0288
CU/0113
NSO/0082

Comment

Should not develop green belt.
Would encroach on rural aspect of village harming character.
Keep open aspect where village gives way to farmland before crossing
motorway.
Infrastructure already overstretched, would be made worse by
development.
Road already dangerous/ congested with traffic at current levels.
Area could swallow up small development such as this.
Too much development in area.
Love Lane site considered unacceptable, same for this site.
Access road will need to be carefully considered.
Site logical extension to built-up area, adjoined by existing housing with
adequate land remaining in site to relocate stabling and other
equestrian facilities.
Loss of amenity to area.
Too many dwellings.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there are no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
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NSO/0016
NSO/0015

SCO/0018
(ALPC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Should be restricted to existing developed area only.
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
Object to inclusion of relatively isolated site where boundary may be
difficult to defend. Concern at loss of equestrian facility and likely
requirement for replacement farm or equestrian buildings on agricultural
land.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority. The site is within
400m of bus stops on Bedmond Rd which are served by a half-hourly
bus route which runs between Hemel Hempstead and Maple Cross.
Risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, are present. Because the
presence of such remains could be a reason for refusal of any planning
application, it is necessary that an archaeological assessment take
place before the application is submitted. The details of the scope of
any archaeological assessment will be dependant upon the nature of
any development proposal. We would also recommend that a rapid
archaeological assessment is undertaken of all the sites listed below
before being allocated for development, in order to determine if the
importance and extent of archaeological remains are such that they
might affect the principle of development on the site. Such assessments
normally comprise desk-based studies and carefully targeted
archaeological test-pitting or trail trenching and are relatively
inexpensive.
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Land at Waterdell, Bricket Wood
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
255
203
458

Yes
No

Percentage
56%
44%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Concern about impact on green belt, leading to coalescence with Bricket Wood. Also
concerns about proximity to busy roads and waste transfer station, and insufficient
infrastructure to support development.
Detailed Comments
Reference
03001; 01982;
00644; 00582
01963; 01108;
00534; CU/0288;
anon
01963; 00848
01963; 00507;
NSO/0039
01963;
NSO/0077
01963; 00536
01963
01963
01963; 00644
01963
01108
00456
anon
NSO/0082

Comment
Should not build on green belt.

Impact on traffic.
Proximity to waste transfer station and may conflict with allocation of
site in Waste DPDs.
Proximity to motorway leading to noise and air quality issues.
With Fairways Farm site would lead to coalescence of Garston and
Bricket Wood.
Loss of open space for local residents.
Loss of farmland.
Impact on rural aspect and surroundings of Bricket Wood.
With other sites in area would result in high level of development.
Would encourage use of the car as not sustainable location.
Require provision for new infrastructure.
Overdevelopment of site.
Too soon.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there are no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
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NSO/0077
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NSO/0039
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SCO/0057
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England)

SCO/0018
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SCO/0018
(ALPC)
SCO/0018
(ALPC)
SCO/0013 (St
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DC)

SCO/0013 (St
Albans City and
DC)
SCO/0013 (St
Albans City and
DC)
SCO/0013 (St
Albans City and
DC)
SCO/0013 (St
Albans City and
DC)

SCO/0013 (St
Albans City and
DC)

the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Would not form defensible green belt boundary as St Albans have no
definite proposals to allocate the rest of the site.
No access from within Three Rivers.
Land form/ landscape impacts need careful consideration.
Site not deliverable as no access and impact of M1.
On the information available to date we do not envisage infrastructure
concerns regarding Waste Water capability in relation to this site.
Site is some distance to the Bricket Wood Common SSSI separated by
an area of agricultural land and housing so we do not consider that the
proposal will pose a significant threat to this protected area. We would
however suggest that the proposed development, if it is finally selected
incorporates suitable planting and green corridors which can link into
the surrounding countryside.
Relatively isolated site, although whole site extends into St Albans
District (on which there has been no public consultation yet). Site is a
critical location to maintain the openness of the green belt and will result
in the merging of Garston/ Watford and Bricket Wood/ St Albans
(exacerbated by the proposed housing on Fairways Farm/ Penfold Golf
Course).
Concerned at the loss of valuable green open farmland and the
significant change to the character of the area. The location is beside
the M1 and will be subject to noise and air quality issues.
Concerns about access, traffic, infrastructure and services. The
proximity to Waterdale WTS and recycling centre where those already
living in the vicinity already notice noise and smell. Waterdale is a
proposed preferred site in Hertfordshire Minerals and Waste
Development Framework DPDs.
Request that site is excluded from the final list and that the District
Council inform St Albans DC that it does not support housing in this
location.
Does not appear to be any means for suitable access to this site and it
appears to be included on the premise of development of a larger site
including land in St Albans District.
This Council are not proposing the release from the green belt of this
land through its Local Development Framework. The land is in a very
congested part of the District and plays an important green belt role by
providing a sense of openness between settlements, enabling Bricket
Wood to maintain its own distinct identity.
The land is also of biodiversity (2 County Wildlife Sites) and recreation
value.
There is an error in the scoring of the site in relation to proximity to
Scheduled Monuments. It is within 1000m of the replica of Mohne Dam
used during Dambuster tests 350m south east of the site.
The site scores a total of 711 and is within the lowest 30% of the sites
assessed in terms of suitability for housing development.
Potential for the site as shown to accommodate 50 dwellings appears
excessive. The site is directly adjacent to the M1 and substantial
landscaping would be required as part of any development scheme to
mitigate noise and air pollution as well as visual impact. For the above
reasons St Albans City and District Council object to the inclusion of
Land at Waterdell, Bricket Wood as a housing site in the Three Rivers
District Council Core Strategy.
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SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Assume access would be through eastern (St Albans) section off Mount
Pleasant Lane as it is unlikely to be possible via the private roads within
the grounds of the Building Research Establishment to the south. The
nearest existing bus services run along Mount Pleasant Lane and
include an hourly service between Hatfield and Watford and a service
which is evenings only Mon-Sat and hourly on Sundays. The site is
about 1 mile from Bricket Wood station on the Abbey line linking St
Albans and Watford Junction. Were this site to come forward developer
contributions from this site and the adjoining BRE would need to be
used towards improving bus service provision to the sites.
Some risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, may be present. However, in
some parts of the site it is likely that the archaeological potential has
been reduced by previous development. It is therefore necessary that
an archaeological site impact assessment should be produced before
any development proposal is submitted. The objective of such an
assessment is to determine the extent to which any previous
development on the site has affected its archaeological potential. Such
assessments normally comprise desk-based studies, augmented by
geotechnical information as appropriate. Further archaeological field
evaluation may be required before determination of any application (and
preferably before submission of an application), if it is considered that
the site still retains significant potential for archaeological remains
worthy of preservation in situ.
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Hill Farm Industrial Estate, Hill Farm Avenue, Leavesden
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
399
66
465

Yes
No

Percentage
86%
14%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
General support for the site, but some concern over loss of employment, and
overdevelopment of the area.
Detailed Comments
Reference
02079
02026; 02001;
00644; 00456;
NSI/0194
02001; CU/0278
02001
00609; 00534
00582; 00534
CU/0153;
NSI/0145
anon

NSO/0082
NSO/0015
SCO/0018
(ALPC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Comment
Need to consider how new residents and current employees on site can
be reemployed.
Too much development in Leavesden already (with past development
and Aerodrome site).
Need to retain industrial estates as well as housing.
Consider live-work units.
Impact on roads and traffic.
Impact on infrastructure.
As development of brownfield, preferable to greenfield development.
Too many dwellings.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there are no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
On the information available to date we do not envisage infrastructure
concerns regarding Waste Water capability in relation to this site.
Accept as already brownfield, subject to housing being of no more than
a similar density to the neighbouring area.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority. This site is close
to the larger Leavesden aerodrome site. Bus stops are available within
400m on Langley Lane giving access to two half hourly services.
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SCO/0006 (HCC)

Some risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, may be present. However, in
some parts of the site it is likely that the archaeological potential has
been reduced by previous development. It is therefore necessary that
an archaeological site impact assessment should be produced before
any development proposal is submitted. The objective of such an
assessment is to determine the extent to which any previous
development on the site has affected its archaeological potential. Such
assessments normally comprise desk-based studies, augmented by
geotechnical information as appropriate. Further archaeological field
evaluation may be required before determination of any application (and
preferably before submission of an application), if it is considered that
the site still retains significant potential for archaeological remains
worthy of preservation in situ.
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Land at Arnett Close/ Upper Hill Rise, Rickmansworth
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
318
207
525

Yes
No

Percentage
61%
39%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Overall support for the site, but concern over loss of open space and overdevelopment of the
area. Also noted that there is a Village Green Application on the site pending.
Detailed Comments
Reference
02089; 01284;
anon
02075; 02009;
CU/0052
01284; 00919;
00836; 00608;
00919; 00848

00919
00919

00919
00848
00836
00793; anon
00601
CU/0204

Comment
Should not be used if land used by school as a playing field.
Rickmansworth already overdeveloped.
Landlocked/ no access without demolishing existing dwelling.
Would be overdevelopment of site.
Would not be adequate space for manoeuvring of vehicles or for the
footpath which skirts the upper boundary of the site and is used as safe
access to Arnett Hills School.
Lack of privacy for houses in Highfield Way, Arnett Close and Upper Hill
Rise.
Village Green Application still being considered for this site. A decision
(following a Public Inquiry) is expected in January 2010. This decision
will then have to be agreed by HCC Committee later in 2010. Premature
of Three Rivers to include it in the plan especially as there is a direct
conflict of interest.
Site appears land locked.
Would lead to loss of open space.
Turn into woodland/ national forest.
5 must be maximum.
No provision to increase access to cycle routes.
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NSO/0082
NSO/0015
SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there are no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
On the information available to date we do not envisage infrastructure
concerns regarding Waste Water capability in relation to this site.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority.
Some risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, may be present. However, in
some parts of the site, it is likely that the archaeological potential has
been reduced by previous development. It is therefore necessary that
an archaeological site impact assessment should be produced before
any development proposal is submitted. The objective of such an
assessment is to determine the extent to which any previous
development on the site has affected its archaeological potential. Such
assessments normally comprise desk-based studies, augmented by
geotechnical information as appropriate. Further archaeological field
evaluation may be required before determination of any application (and
preferably before submission of an application), if it is considered that
the site still retains significant potential for archaeological remains
worthy of preservation in situ.
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Yorke Road School, Yorke Road, Croxley Green (Conversion)
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
367
350
717

Yes
No

Percentage
51%
49%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Concern that the historical building should be retained and over the impact of development
on traffic and infrastructure in the area.
Detailed Comments
Reference
Comment
03012; 03008; 03006; 03000; 02093; 02089; 02057; 02056; 02044;
02042; 02040; 02039; 02033; 02026; 02020; 02019; 02010; 02000;
01994; 01993; 01981; 01806; 01392; 01291; 01235; 01198; 01197;
01194; 01153; 01147; 01144; 01082; 01038; 00886; 00856; 00855;
00848; 00871; 00703; 00561; 00518; 00274; CU/0278; CU/0243;
CU/0090; NSI/0256; NSI/0255; NSI/0253; NSI/0204; NSI/0145

03008; 03001; 02085; 02075; 02072; 02025; 02000; 00858; 00779
03001; 01270

Site is a historical
building and its
character should be
preserved
Traffic already a
problem, will be
made worse.
Will increase
parking problems.
Building should be
for community use/
public benefit.

02093; 02089; 02067; 02042; 02033; 01781; 00879; 00577;
CU/0278; CU/0243
02079; 02037;
01833
5 dwellings too many for site.
02072; 01979;
Infrastructure already stretched, more development would make it
00864; 00779
worse.
02064
Good use of something currently an eyesore.
02041
Building should be left as single unit.
02039; 00601
5 must be maximum.
02032
Should not be any extra building, only the existing building.
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02009
01995
01981
01979
01796; 01270;
NSI/0233
01161; CU/0288
00303
CU/0204

NSO/0082
NSO/0015

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)
SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Area does not need any more housing.
Already houses built on pub, do we need more houses on busy main
road near school?
Overdevelopment of area.
Infrastructure needs to be provided in advance.
Retain outside and renovate inside to be used as a new school.
Loss of school facilities in area.
Development appropriately scaled and does not exploit green belt.
Should make provision to improve access to cycle route.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
This site is located some distance from the two SSSIs in this area
(Whippendale Wood and Croxley Common Moor) and is within an urban
area so we do not consider that it would make an adverse impact on
any designated site. We would however suggest that the proposed
development makes links into the surrounding green infrastructure such
as the allotments and playing fields located to the south of the site.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority.
It is considered that the archaeological implications of development on
the following sites can be mitigated by a condition/s requiring a
programme of archaeological work on any planning permission the LPA
is minded to grant.
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Grove Crescent Car Park, Croxley Green
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
307
375
682

Yes
No

Percentage
45%
55%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Concern over loss of parking and impact on traffic and infrastructure in the local area.
Detailed Comments
Reference
03008; 02072;
02066; 00858
03008
02093; 02079;
02072; 02029;
02028; 01979;
00860; 00779
02089; 01995
02079; 02064;
02037; 02032;
02028; 02025;
02020; 02001;
01981; 01302;
00991; 00976;
00911; 00577;
CU/0319;
CU/0278;
NSI/0233;
NSI/0159;
NSI/0156;
NSI/0145;
NSI/0141
02079

Comment
Traffic congestion.
Too much infilling in Croxley already.

Infrastructure already stretched, development will make it worseschools, doctors, dentists.
Should only go ahead if no longer requirement for car park.

Car parking should be retained as needed for residents. Already parking
problems in area.
Will make access to old peoples home harder.
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02009
02000
01982
01979
00798; NSI/0179

00658

00658
00303
CU/0204
NSI/0256;
NSI/025
NSI/0219
NSI/0156

NSO/0082
NSO/0015
SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Access problems.
Already major developments in the area.
Should be no loss of community garages.
Infrastructure to be provided in advance of any development.
Permission already granted.
Do not oppose principle of redevelopment, but concern over impact on
the residents of properties adjoining it, and the implications on services
(particularly district heating) crossing the site.
Note that proposal was granted planning permission and disappointed
that concerns appear not to have been reflected in the conditions
attached. Particularly as our evolving Asset Management Strategy and
Older Persons Strategy are looking at the future of our sheltered
accommodation, it could well be that there are significant advantages in
looking more widely at this site alongside the possibility of remodelling/
redevelopment of some of our adjoining stock. This would undoubtedly
address some of the issues already raised and could well offer the
opportunity to increase capacity across the combined sites.
Appropriately sized development, does not compromise green belt land.
Should make provision to improve access to cycle routes.
Only go ahead if 160 houses at Killingdown farm does not go ahead.
Would lead to overlooking.
Number of trees on site.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority.
Archaeological implications of development on the following sites can
be mitigated by a condition/s requiring a programme of archaeological
work on any planning permission the LPA is minded to grant.
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Crescent Club, Hayling Crescent, South Oxhey
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
372
115
487

Yes
No

Percentage
76%
24%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Overall support for site, but concern over loss of club.
Detailed Comments
Reference
02025

00658
00582
00511

NSO/0082
NSO/0015
SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Comment
Should not be used if club is still thriving.
Site adjoins the garages site (in TRDC ownership), a sheltered scheme
(in our ownership) and some houses (in our ownership). There may well
be benefits in looking in a more comprehensive way at all of the sites
together in order to improve site utilisation and thus capacity.
Do not take away local clubs.
Should provide more amenities for local residents, not take them away.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority.
The archaeological implications of development on the following sites
can be mitigated by a condition/s requiring a programme of
archaeological work on any planning permission the LPA is minded to
grant.
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The Jet Public House, Hayling Road, South Oxhey
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
400
82
482

Yes
No

Percentage
83%
17%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Overall support for site but some concern at loss of local facility.
Detailed Comments
Reference
02093
02079
02016
00982
00982
00848; CU/0136
00767

00658
00582
00511

NSO/0082
NSO/0015
SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

Comment
Loss of community area.
Infrastructure already stretched, will be made worse with more
development.
10 dwellings too many on site.
Should provide adequate parking.
Should not be too overbearing on area as on a hilltop.
Would be an improvement over the current.
Refurbish The Jet.
Thrive Homes have expressed an interest in this site, subject to
financial viability. Urge Council to reconsider its request for a financial
contribution to support the supply of affordable homes in the district.
Should retain local pubs.
Could site be used for nothing other than housing?
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority.
Archaeological implications of development on the following sites can
be mitigated by a condition/s requiring a programme of archaeological
work on any planning permission the LPA is minded to grant.
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Land at Ferryhills Close, South Oxhey
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
351
120
471

Yes
No

Percentage
75%
25%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Overall support for site, but concern that it would overdevelop the site and cause overlooking
and parking problems.
Detailed Comments
Reference
03011; 02018;
00492; NSI/0145
03011; 02050;
00492
03011; 02050
03001
02050; 02018
02018

00658
00492

NSO/0082
NSO/0015

Comment
Would be overdevelopment of small site.
Would be no parking.
Will be overlooking.
Keep green space for community.
Will block light to existing residents.
No direct access.
Not aware of any specific development proposals for this site, it adjoins
a number of flat and mansion blocks in our ownership. These blocks
present significant problems in relation to thermal insulation, internal
layout of the flats, a lack of lift access to upper floor flats and an
inefficient use of space across the site. Redevelopment of these blocks
could offer significant benefits. There may be potential to increase those
benefits as well as to increase the development capacity of the site if
the site were to be looked at more broadly, bringing in land in the
ownership of TRDC and Thrive Homes.
Area already underprovided for infrastructure.
provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
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SCO/0022
(WRPC)
SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

capability in relation to this site.
Residents of Filton House and Ferryhills Close have strong objections to
the land at Ferryhills Close being developed on. There are many young
children living in the flats and the piece of land is where the children
play. Residents are concerned that dwellings would overlook their
houses and gardens.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority.
Archaeological implications of development on the following sites can
be mitigated by a condition/s requiring a programme of archaeological
work on any planning permission the LPA is minded to grant.
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Adjacent to 28 Maple Lodge Close, Maple Cross
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
374
99
473

Yes
No

Percentage
79%
21%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Overall support for site, but some concern that development in green belt.
Detailed Comments
Reference
01982

00326
CU/0204
NSI/0145

NSO/0082

NSO/0015

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

Comment
Expansion into green belt.
Land is in our client’s ownership and control and as a self-funding
developer assure you that it can be made available and developed as
soon as Core Strategy is adopted. The revised approach to, and
specific addressing of, the 2021-2026 period is welcomed along with the
concomitant identification of additional sites and we welcome and
endorse the inclusion of this site.
Should be provision to improve access to cycle route.
Overdevelopment of a small site.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site. However, the site is located close to
Maple Lodge Sewage Treatment Works and as such developers should
demonstrate that there would be no impact on amenity of residents of
the proposed dwellings as a result of the proximity to the sewage
treatment works.
Site is located some distance from the SSSI in this area (Mid Colne
Valley SSSI). The site is located on the edge of an urban area and we
would suggest that the proposed development makes links into the
surrounding green infrastructure including the recreation ground to the
south west of the site.
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SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

No fundamental objection from the highway authority.
Some risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, may be present. However, in
some parts of the sites listed below, it is likely that the archaeological
potential has been reduced by previous development. It is therefore
necessary that an archaeological site impact assessment should be
produced before any development proposal is submitted. The objective
of such an assessment is to determine the extent to which any previous
development on the site has affected its archaeological potential. Such
assessments normally comprise desk-based studies, augmented by
geotechnical information as appropriate. Further archaeological field
evaluation may be required before determination of any application (and
preferably before submission of an application), if it is considered that
the site still retains significant potential for archaeological remains
worthy of preservation in situ.
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Land South of St Josephs, Ainsdale Road, South Oxhey
Question
Do you agree that the site should be taken forward?
Number
254
223
477

Yes
No

Percentage
53%
47%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Concern over loss of playing field and green space in densely populated area.
Detailed Comments
Reference
03001; NSI/0145
02089; 01982;
00848; 00492;
NSI/0145;
NSO/0077
02018; 00582;
anon
02015
02015

00749

00749
00749

Comment
Loss of amenity in the area. Green space should be left for the
community.

Loss of playing fields unacceptable.
Need for more schools.
Too close to woodlands.
Too close to school.
Land is a valuable resource for both St Josephs and other primary
schools in the area. It is used for sports events organised by the local
primary consortium; indeed it is the only open grassed space in the
immediate vicinity of those schools sufficiently large to accommodate
such events. It is also used by St Josephs for Old Boys Football team
on a regular basis. Using the land for housing will further urbanise an
area which needs open spaces for both children and adults. The field is
well used and safe for children to use.
Ainsdale Road is already overcrowded with vehicles. This presents a
particular risk when children are coming to school and returning home.
Adding a further 40 dwellings will put additional pressure on a road that
is already congested and will add to the risks to pupils at the school.
The land is important for the drainage of water from the woodlands to
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00658
00587
00492
00492
00361
Anon
CU/0309

NSO/0087

the west of (and above) the land. There is considerable run off from that
land, a lot of which is absorbed by the field proposed for development.
The school already suffers from poor drainage when the weather is
really bad. Building on the field will exacerbate these problems. We
hope that this land will remain as a valuable community resource. If
however, a decision is taken to change the use of the land, St Josephs
will want to comment on the detail of any change, not least to protect
the safety and integrity of the school.
A number of mansion blocks in our ownership adjoin this site. These
blocks present significant problems in relation to thermal insulation,
internal layout of the flats, a lack of lift access to upper floor flats and an
inefficient use of space across the site. Redevelopment of these blocks
could offer significant benefits. There may be potential to increase those
benefits as well as to increase the development capacity of the St
Josephs site if the site were to be looked at more broadly bringing in
land in the ownership of the DC and Thrive Homes.
This side of South Oxhey is refreshingly open after surrounding dense
housing.
Parking problems.
Area already underprovided for infrastructure.
If building on green belt is carried out, this will erase greenery in the
area and make the locality more akin to a concrete jungle.
Could not be replaced in the locality.
Don’t take green spaces near schools.
Strongly object. Would result in the loss of playing fields. Even if the
playing fields are no longer in use, they would offer potential to meet the
future needs of the local community in South Oxhey. No evidence base
available that would justify the playing fields being released for
development on the basis of them being clearly surplus to community
needs. While relatively out-of-date, TRDC’s Open Space, Sport and
Recreation Assessment (2005) identified inadequate football pitches
and football pitches being played overcapacity in the Watford Rural
Area. Loss of pitches in this area would exacerbate any such
deficiencies. Proposals for identifying this site for residential
development would not accord with established playing fields policy, (‘A
Sporting Future for the Playing Fields of England’ (1997), guidance in
PPG17 on development affecting playing fields and other sports
facilities (paragraphs 10-15), and policies in the emerging Core Strategy
relating to protection of open space including playing fields (i.e. policy
DC4). If the proposed allocation of this site is included in the submitted
core strategy, it is considered that a strong case can be made that the
DPD would not meet the tests of soundness set out in PPS12 in relation
to the DPD being justified and consistent with national policy. To avoid
potential objections at a later date if this was to be allocated for
development, it is strongly advised that discussions take place with
Sport England if the Council is minded to allocate the site for
development as we would be willing to provide further advice on how
our concerns could be potentially addressed. Provisions of the Town
and Country Planning (Consultation) (England) Direction 2009 would
apply if the District Council minded to approve a planning application for
redevelopment contrary to an objection from Sport England i.e. the
application would need to be referred to the Secretary of State. To
address this objection, it is requested that either the site is not allocated
for development, a related site allocation is made in the DPD for
replacing the playing field that would be lost or it is clearly demonstrated
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NSO/0082

NSO/0077
NSO/0077
NSO/0015
SCO/0057
(Natural
England)
SCO/0022
(WRPC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

SCO/0006 (HCC)

to Sport England’s satisfaction that the site is surplus to local needs
through an up-to-date playing pitch assessment.
Provided that all ecological issues are considered appropriately and that
there is no unmitigated negative impacts, and provided that no parts of
the site are already notified for their importance (e.g. Wildlife Site).
The nearby Little Furze School site (to which we objected in the
previous Preferred Options document) has been confirmed by the
Council as a preferred option for housing development. If both sites
were released for development, it would tightly constrict the spur of
Oxhey Woods extending up to Gosforth Lane and would lead to further
pressure for development in that area.
No justification for releasing land from green belt.
Do not envisage infrastructure concerns regarding Waste Water
capability in relation to this site.
Site is located next to a local woodland (Oxhey Woods) which is an
important area for biodiversity and public access. We would therefore
recommend that the proposal allows for green links for both public
access and wildlife across the site.
Object to loss of land played on by children.
No fundamental objection from the highway authority. Bus stops within
400m on Oxhey Drive including frequent (15 min’s) service between
Garston and South Oxhey which provides access to central Watford.
Risk that archaeological remains that are nationally important, and
thereby worthy of preservation in situ, are present. Because the
presence of such remains could be a reason for refusal of any planning
application, it is necessary that an archaeological assessment take
place before the application is submitted. The details of the scope of
any archaeological assessment will be dependant upon the nature of
any development proposal. We would also recommend that a rapid
archaeological assessment is undertaken of all the sites listed below
before being allocated for development, in order to determine if the
importance and extent of archaeological remains are such that they
might affect the principle of development on the site. Such assessments
normally comprise desk-based studies and carefully targeted
archaeological test-pitting or trail trenching and are relatively
inexpensive.
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4) Housing Supply to 2026
Question
Do you agree with our approach to meeting our housing requirements to 2026?
Number
Percentage
Yes
153
32%
No
318
68%
471
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Support

Do Not Support

Summary of Responses
Support for extending period to 2026, but concern over allocation of small housing sites
within Core Strategy and reliance on windfalls. Also concern that housing needs to be
supported by appropriate infrastructure.
Detailed Comments
Reference

01370

01370

NSO/0077

NSO/0077

Comment
No objection to text changes, and the streamlining of the process by
including allocated sites within the CS rather than an additional later SA
DPD as this will simplify the process and will ensure easy interpretation
of where development is earmarked throughout Three Rivers.
‘Reactionary’ approach supported whereby, although indicative phasing
and allocations are set out, other sites will be considered without
prejudice as and when proposals are submitted on unallocated sites
within the District.
We infer that the Council’s intention is not to produce a Site Allocations
document (as would normally be expected) and that all the specific
housing sites anticipated to arise in the period up to 2026 have been
identified now. We question whether this is the most appropriate
approach in terms of PPS3 and PPS12. Chapter 4 of PPS12
emphasises that core strategies may allocate strategic sites for
development and should not be held up by the inclusion of non-strategic
sites (which should be dealt with in a separate DPD). We do not believe
that it is possible for the Council to identify, at this stage, all the specific
housing sites that will become available over the next 15 years.
Housing supply figures given in Figure 8 are, if anything, an underestimate, and total supply to 2026 will prove to be greater than the 5085
units shown.
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NSO/0077
NSO/0077
NSO/0064

NSO/0064

NSO/0064

NSO/0064

NSO/0061
NSO/0039

Council’s commitment to maintaining the Green Belt should be
strengthened by adding after item 3 under “sequential approach”:
“Preference will not be granted for housing development on Green Belt
sites unless these have been rigorously assessed through the LDF
process and expressly designated as strategic housing sites.”
There is a typographical error in the third line of Policy CP2: “with the
existing urban area” should presumably read “within …”.
CS continues to refer to ‘larger housing sites’ which Leavesden
Aerodrome has been identified. Continue to fully support designation.
Para 7.23 has noted that the CS has provided a broad indication of
when housing will come forward over future years can be provided
through a phasing strategy and it outlines a number of considerations.
Deliverability of a site should also be a factor for consideration by the
Council when housing sites come forward.
Policy should refer to indicative capacity numbers to be expressed
flexibly to allow individual solutions for each site and to also refer to
deliverability as a consideration. MEPC have indicated the possibility of
submitting an application following the consultation on the submission
version of the CS which was supported by the officers in principle.
Reference to housing supply figures and the 200 homes per year
targets should all be referred to as minimum targets to again allow for a
degree of flexibility, as noted in para 7.23
Disagree with the Council’s Housing Trajectory as set out in Appendix 6.
Continues to place an over reliance on windfall sites throughout the 15
year period, contrary to Government guidance in PPS3. Whilst the
revised text itself does not detail the reasoning behind stating some 304
windfall units will come forward over the 15 year period, Chapter 3 of
the Core Strategy Further Preferred Options is clear in stating where
they have derived from. Whilst recognising that PPS3 states that
windfalls should not be taken into account in the first 10 years of
trajectories, Chapter 3 contradicts itself by stating that the 304 units
calculation is based on average yearly windfalls for the whole 15 years.
This averages out at 20 units per year, or 304 units in the 2021-2026
period. The proposed windfall allowance therefore makes up some 6%
of the housing requirements over the 15 years (12% when excluding
commitments), or some 30% of the 1000 dwellings the Council is
required to deliver over the 2021-2026 period. We would suggest that
this constitutes a clear over reliance on the delivery of windfall housing
within the District which, in our opinion, implies that insufficient housing
land has been identified over the plan period. The nature of windfall
sites suggests that they should not form a significant proportion of
targets and should be a fallback. Further, PPS3 is clear in stating that
housing targets should be ‘minimum targets’ and therefore by stating
that some 12% of all housing that will need to be delivered by 2026 will
be as the result of windfall developments places a significant reliance on
what is essentially an estimated figure. We therefore object to the
wording of revised CP2 on the basis that insufficient land has been
identified within the Core Strategy, which we find particularly concerning
since there are many sites which could clearly be developed for housing
which have been discarded at past stages of the LDF’s evolution. We
believe it is particularly important that the Core Strategy allocates all
necessary housing land and that this includes all land which can be
developed in the short term in order the windfall allowance can be
reduced.
It would appear the Council has decided to ‘roll forward’ annual housing
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NSO/0039

NSO/0039

NSO/0039

NSO/0039

NSO/0039

NSO/0015

requirement of 200 dwellings during the period 2021-2026 resulting in
land needing to be found for an extra 1000 dwellings. Reasonable
position to take in the absence of housing provision from 2021 onwards
at the regional level. However, Partial Review of the Regional Plan
poses four scenarios for growth during the period 2011-2031. Two of
these scenarios would result in an annual increase to 330 and 450 per
year. Have responded to the partial review consultation that scenario 3
is the most appropriate means by which to assess future housing
growth and the example given for 3R is that this scenario will result in
annual provision of 330 dwellings a year. For now and in view of the
absence of a partially reviewed regional plan, the roll forward position of
200 dwellings a year is considered reasonable but will need to be
monitored and reviewed.
Council should make it clear that the 304 dwellings for windfall
allowances are within the quantum of housing to be delivered in the
period 2021 to 2026 i.e. 10 years from adoption of the CS (2011).
Concerned that the indicative dwelling completions from the period 2021
to 2026 in Fig 9 of App 6 does not add up i.e. 948 dwellings from
identified sites 2021 onwards plus 304 windfall dwellings results in 1252
dwellings and not 1138 as shown in fig 9. The indicative dwelling
completions for the various phases of the CS period should be entirely
consistent with the specific phasing details within the table because
currently the table identifies some sites for delivery 2009-2015 whereas
there is no equivalent phase within the indicative phasing table. If the
specific site phasing details are to be adhered to then the indicative
phasing table should be made specific and constant.
No justification for the phasing as represented in the table of specific
phasing details at App6. There is an over reliance on small PDL sites,
except for Little Furze school. These small PDL sites have not been
adequately assessed in terms of development viability and thereofe
there is doubt as to whether these selected sites will deliver the housing
requirement up to 2016. The phasing strategy needs to be more flexible
and include greenfield sites on the edge of existing settlements which
are known to be deliverable such as land West of 10 Toms Lane.
No justification to depart so significantly from the Regional Plan housing
requirement to deliver at least 200 dwellings a year as will be the case if
the indicative phasing strategy is adhered to. This strategy includes
delivery of only 871 dwellings during 2011-2016 and yet there is no
explanation as to why during the period 2021-2026 some 1138
dwellings are indicatively identified equating to 227.6 dwellings per year.
Object to the phasing strategy which appears to be based on a strategy
of delaying the provision of housing in the district rather than based
upon a thorough assessment of evidence of deliverability of sites. The
development industry is coming out of recession and with housing sales
increasing there is clear demand from the industry to be allowed to bring
forward new housing sites through the planning process to the market.
This should be recognised in the phasing strategy so that delivery in
2011-2016 is increased to a minimum of 200 dwellings a year.
Thames Water supports the proposed phasing of development having
regard to issues including the infrastructure requirements of
development. In relation to the provision of waste water infrastructure
we would bring your attention to our comments made on the March
2009 consultation in relation to infrastructure. These comments include
the need for a policy on sewerage infrastructure capacity and a policy to
support waste water infrastructure development in order to
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SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

SCO/0026
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0018
(ALPC)

SCO/0018
(ALPC)

SCO/0018
(ALPC)

SCO/0010
(Hertsmere
Borough Council)

accommodate growth and provide environmental improvements.
Natural England generally agrees with the wording in the proposed
policy however we note the sequential approach, which is referred to,
that Previously Developed Land is the first priority for development.
Whilst we generally agree with the redevelopment of previously
developed land (brownfield sites) which will minimise the loss of
greenfield sites and agricultural lands we would highlight that some
brownfield sites can be very important to wildlife and can support
significant biodiversity interest which in turn supports wider ecosystems.
Brownfield sites can therefore make positive contributions to the quality
of life for local people through access to open spaces with wildlife or
other semi-natural interest. Natural England would therefore urge that
policy wording is included concerning the development of brownfield
sites, ensuring that sustainable development would seek to retain
natural interest as far as possible, and where this is unrealistic, to
ensure provision is made off-site which allows the interest to be retained
or enhanced i.e. a ‘net gain’ approach to development.
Pollution from misconnections occurring in the drainage systems of new
development can be a significant problem. We suggest that water
pollution should be mentioned here. Recommended change: ‘will not
have a significant impact on the environment in terms of visual amenity,
wildlife and flood risk and water pollution’.
Oppose distribution of housing and request housebuilding apportioned
more equitably across the whole district.
Note with considerable concern that the government through a revision
of the timescale for the provision of housing supply from 2021 to 2026
has increased the target set to 5085 dwellings to be created within
TRDC area. Note with concern that although the proportion of dwellings
to be built in the parish of AL remains at 52% this requires an additional
325 dwellings in AL over an above those proposed in March 2009.
Concerned that our local MP has not opposed, in particular, the housing
targets for this area. It considers with great concern that the
infrastructural support required for such extensive housing build has not
been fully taken into account and regrets that 3R has been imposed
with a target of 5085 new dwellings.
In addition to the HIIS, we need to ensure that the CS is supported by
sufficient infrastructure testing and infrastructure as required by para 4.8
of PPS12. The revised CP2 seeks not to place undue burden on
services and infrastructure to the detriment of existing and new
householders. As a result we need to agree with HCC that the growth
within the school catchments can be accommodated. HCC Property
made comments to the Hertsmere BC CS Submission consultation
which stated that ‘the primary schools in N Bushey are full, although
there is some capacity in S Bushey. There is also some capacity within
one of the secondary schools in Bushey (Bushey Hall School) to
accommodate additional growth). Welcome the amendments to CP2
and note that references to the site allocations have been removed
given the level of detail in the CS. However would welcome a small
change of wording to take into account the impact of growth beyond the
administrative boundary of 3R. Our suggested change is: Through a
phasing strategy the Council will seek to ensure that a rolling five year
supply of land is maintained and overall supply spread throughout the
Plan period so that there is not an undue burden on services and
infrastructure to the detriment of householders in Three Rivers and
adjoining areas.
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5) General Comments
Reference

Comment

03013; 00845; 00840; 00797; 00720; 00534; 00491; 00485; 00469;
00460; 00361; CU/0360; NSI/0249

03001; 01437; 01104; 01013
03001; 01242; 00579; 00521; 00475; 00451; NSI/0249; NSI/0175

01970; 01627
01963; 01839; 01838; 01813; 01777; 01776; 01725; 01713; 01498;
01463; 01407; 01396; 01373; 01372; 01366; 01347; 01311; 01305;
01301; 01298; 01287; 01266; 01265; 01264; 01261; 01244; 01242;
01237; 01241; 01215; 01206; 01190; 01186; 01178; 01177; 01168;
01156; 01153; 01122; 01109; 01103; 01069; 01052; 01025; 01039;
01022; 01007; 01000; 00989; 00946; 00945; 00942; 00930; 00929;
00928; 00926; 00921; 00916; 00915; 00912; 00907; 00900; 00895;
00887; 00885; 00882; 00877; 00876; 00867; 00845; 00837; 00821;
00808; 00806; 00797; 00789; 00779; 00778; 00768; 00770; 00766;
00734; 00675; 00593; 00544; 00492; 00469; 00460; 00449; 00318;
00302; anon; CU/0377; CU/0367; CU/0364; CU/0353; CU/0316;
CU/0273; CU/0199; CU/0145; CU/0072; CU/0063; NSI/0249; NSI/0212;
NSI/0188; NSI/0187; NSI/0169; NSI/0142
01961; 01844; 01366; 01352; 01231; 01230; 01119; 01069; 00993;
00962; 00907; 00530; anon; CU/0193; NSI/0196

01961
01844

01844
01839
01838; 01837; 01878; 01778; 01588; 01366; 01305; 01293; 01246;
01206; 01194; 01192; 01158; 01153; 01147; 01131; 01122; 01120;
01090; 01059; 01047; 01043; 01042; 01038; 01025; 01022; 00991;
00988; 00981; 00963; 00946; 00935; 00933; 00930; 00927; 00926;
00923; 00895; 00815; 00810; 00803; 00768; 00765; 00703; 00622;
00579; 00521; 00430; 00426; 00274; anon; CU/0356; CU/0316;
CU/0257; CU/0122; CU/0199; NSI/0253; NSI/0157; NSI/0156;
01839; 01838; 01318; 01247; 01242; 01192; 01165; 01123; 01039;
00816; 00812; 00530; anon
01822
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Why is nothing
proposed for
Chorleywood/
Loudwater/ Moor
Park/ Eastbury/
Sarratt/ Maple
Cross?
Use empty
dwellings where
possible.
Protect green
spaces.
Did not know
about
consultation.
Infrastructure
requires serious
consideration/
strategy. Need to
make sure
infrastructure can
support current
population before
any more
dwellings.
Infrastructure to
be provided
before new
dwellings.
New school
needed.
Upkeep of
roads/paths
already bad.
Need better
transport facilites.
Need bus route in
Links Way and
Green Lane.
Not enough
parking.

Protect the green
belt.
Area already
overcrowded.
Supply
bungalows for

older residents so
releasing land.
01813; 01406; 01298; 01264; 01261; 01247; 01242; 01241; 01237;
01178; 01177; 01153; 01122; 01039; 01025; 01007; 01002; 00995;
00991; 00979; 00946; 00921; 00915; 00912; 00895; 00882; 00877;
00867; 00834; 00797; 00507; 00593; 00302; anon; CU/0377; CU/0254;
CU/0199; CU/0021; NSI/0188; NSI/0169; NSI/0167

Roads already
congested/ will
increase traffic.
Use brownfield
sites not
greenfield.

01778; 01347; 01293; 01091; 01090; 00991; 00792; 00772; 00579;
00316
01776
Stop building.
Residents mistakenly assumed additional benefits of sites suggested
were not merely suggestions by landowner and were enforceable.
01762
01762; 00274;
00269
Consultation form confusing.
01762; 00274;
00269
Consultation should have been sent on its own.
Consultation encourages nimbyism as people expected to comment on
suitability of sites in other areas.
01762
01758; 00644
No justification for skew of development so that most in Abbots Langley.
01682
Provide land for sporting activities.
01682
Wasting money at William Penn.
01680
Where is the youth club.
01372
What plans for parking and congestion relief around Harlequin.
01372
Will central government provide funds for upgrading infrastructure?
01360
Keep Croxley as it is.
01264
Should be a proportion of special homes for elderly residents.
01261; 01223;
01211; 01047;
01023; 01005;
00927; 00910;
00985; 00286;
anon; NSI/0195;
NSI/0189;
NSI/0186;
Too much development in Croxley Green.
NSI/0147
01242
No more than 2 children per family.
01237
Impact on quality of life of existing residents.
01215; 00675;
CU/0273
Housing should be built where there is also employment.
01195
Do not want more social housing.
01195; 01177;
00815; 00777;
CU/0324;
CU/0302;
NSI/0148
No need for housing in Three Rivers/ Hertfordshire.
01194; 00840
Object to sites that nibble at the edges of green belt and open land.
01137; 01104;
CU/0079;
NSI/0245;
NSI/0154;
Stop immigration.
Policies for air safeguarding zones to be incorporated into LDF. Model
policy suggested.
01114
01105
Support all new development so that eventually children may find
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01103
01090
01052; CU/0118
01022
00985
00947
00940
00926; 00882;
00806
00893
00882; NSI/0169
00812
00801
00873

00840
00838; 00734
00837
00793
00784
00770
00767
00754; 00734;
00721; 00447;
NSI/0263;
NSI/0148; anon
00734
00726

00658

00644
00571

00536

00644

affordable accommodation.
Meeting on 4 December in Bedmond Village Hall; the fact that it was
held on a working day between 2-4 would further ensure that a large
number of other people would have been unable to attend.
Space above shops can produce dwellings.
Limit infilling of all developed sites which changes the character of the
area and places greater strain on infrastructure.
Villages must be kept separate to preserve individuality.
Object to development of school playing fields.
Well thought out document should satisfy most people.
Baldwins Lane can be a hazard to cross when walking.
Where are jobs for extra people.
Croxley will become suburb of Watford.
Will increase flooding with no land to soak up rainfall.
Poor planning allowed re takeaways etc.
Need to build twice as many. Council need to allow building upwards or
sideways otherwise will always be a shortage of housing.
Where will people be able to park for shopping, already difficult to find
spaces.
Kings Langley already overdeveloped with too dense housing causing
infrastructure problems and beginning to creep onto open land
separating Kings Langley, Bedmond and Abbots Langley.
Reject all proposals.
Existing businesses should not be threatened.
Some sites could be used to increase the national forest.
Feel Three Rivers trying hard to preserve and conserve our rural areas.
Where are all the people living now.
Recreation in Hayling area should stay.

Reject government requirements.
1510 new homes will increase carbon footprint of area.
Not enough information on changes to road access/ widening to help
increased flow of traffic.
As the major residential landlord in the District, we are very aware of the
large gap in affordability between costs of social renting and entry level
owner occupation. This illustrates a pressing need for the planning
system to facilitate provision of significant numbers of additional
affordable housing units. A mismatch between the characteristics of the
existing affordable housing and the characteristics of demand in the
district. This is particularly marked in relation to a deficit in family
housing and more appropriate accommodation for older people.
Consultation flawed as does not offer opportunity to comment on plans
as a whole rather than individual proposals and take into account
cumulative impacts.
Density of development should be similar to existing area.
Poor shopping choices, poor transport (including expensive car parking
at KL station), lack of school places and badly managed local parking in
the AL area. Since then, has been no improvement.
While I welcome the dropping of 2 sites in Abbots Langley, these – as
green belt sites – should never have been included in the first place.
Any relief that the Woodside Road and Love Lane sites are now
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excluded is countered by concern that more development is proposed at
Langleybury, and particularly by new developments proposed on the
golf course, at Waterdell, and at Bedmond Road.
00638; CU/0224;
anon x2
00620
00517; CU/0360;
anon
00507
00492
00485
00469; CU/0350
00318
00466
00457
00457

00412
00314

00274
00269
anon
anon
anon
CU/0379
CU/0367
CU/0367
CU/0360
CU/0353
CU/0309
CU/0282
CU/0258
CU/0204
CU/0204

Question value of comments when will be decided by government.
New buildings will overcrowd already unacceptable level of traffic in the
area until traffic control looked at seriously.
School playing fields should not be used for any non-school
development.
Hedge boundaries and green planting important to replace.
What if there is a change in government?
Wrong to build in South Oxhey when there are problems. Build up
greater problems for the area if you create ghettoes.
No more development in Abbots Langley.
TRDC should decide its own requirement for housing.
Balanced approach to housing and public spaces e.g. parks, green land
and/ or equipment for the community.
On all developments, allow 2 parking spaces per dwelling.
Allow only minor development if proposals within existing developed
areas and in keeping with character.
A good spatial plan is essential to achieving high quality places and
good design. Three key messages: tell the story of the place, explain
how it works and highlight its qualities and distinguishing features,
Telling the story helps everyone understand how the qualities of the
place have shaped the strategy and its priorities for future; set the
agenda for the area, express aspirations and be proactive and positive
about the future of the place and say how it will be achieved. Set out
what is expected in terms of design quality and where necessary
provide links to relevant DPDs or SPDs; say it clearly- make the CS
relevant and understandable to a wide audience. Use diagrams to
inform the text and communicate the strategy and show what quality of
place means.
There are sufficient brownfield sites to meet housing need.
consultation period coming around Christmas and throughout severe
weather for this and YRS consultation was not sufficient to allow
everyone to reply.
Summary should have included information from full document so that
residents could make an informed view.
Many areas for development already densely populated.
Have more green space.
Have more car parks for shoppers and workers.
Should not build houses near schools. Cars mean danger for children.
Cramming too many units on small spaces and back gardens.
Use disused shop units and factory units.
All areas should take an equal share of development.
Ensure that housing allocated to local people.
Good presentation.
Hope that such things as local transport have been taken into account
as a no. of areas are have little/or no bus service.
Offset new build by compulsory purchase of dwellings that have been
empty for 3.5 years or more.
Should be 50% increase in cycle routes to correspond with 50%
increase in plan period from 10 to 15 years.
LDF should provide access to cycle network for all proposed housing
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CU/0200

CU/0177
CU/0118

CU/0126
CU/0020
CU/0015
NSI/0212
NSI/0202
NSI/0114

NSO/0084

NSO/0084

NSO/0082

NSO/0077
NSO/0055

sites. Some would require new cycle routes not in District Plan to be
implemented.
Hope EERA pushed into reducing housing numbers required.
Building of small properties may allow you to release larger properties
i.e. under occupation may convince tenants to move if sites were built
as secure small sites for both elderly single and disabled people.
Why not include allowance for development which will occur outside
LDF plans so reducing need to identify sites.
The RA note that there is an increase of over 600 properties proposed
for the Three Rivers area, and that the majority of this increase is
proposed for the Abbots Langley area. This is over and above the 52%
of all the new properties in the original consultation targeted on AL. In
our original response, the RA felt this was unfair and we still hold this
view and note that there has been no public statement to justify such an
unbalanced allocation across the District.
Develop more medium two bedroom houses.
Please to see withdrawal of sites that could weaken green belt.
Recession.
Necessary for further housing and think suggestions are fair.
Agree with all proposals.
We consider that the CS should only identify those larger housing sites
which are considered to be of strategic importance. Identifying both
large (strategic) and small housing sites, in our opinion goes beyond the
remit of a CS to outline an overall vision (PPS12 para 4.1) for
development in the District. Instead it strays into matters of detail which
should be more appropriately dealt with in the SA DPD. We consider
that if small (non-strategic) housing sites are retained in the CS it would
be unsound. Therefore the CS should be amended to exclude all but
those housing sites of strategic importance.
Residential capacities identified in the CS should be treated flexibly
rather than absolute maximums or requirements. Clearly any detailed
application would need to be determined on its merits, having regard to
relevant planning policy, and until this stage it is not possible to
definitively determine the ultimate development capacity of the site. The
supporting text to the section of the CS that identifies strategic housing
sites should stipulate that the dwelling capacities should not be treated
as absolute maximums or requirements.
Regarding site allocation updates for new housing in the district, we do
not object to the proposals provided adequate consideration of
ecological issues is implemented in all cases, and that there is no loss
to any area of Wildlife Sites or any other designated sites of importance
for nature conservation.
Question the inclusion, in Appendix 1 of the consultation document, of
the charts showing the level of public support for the various housing
sites put forward at the initial Preferred Options stage. This indicates
that the Council’s conclusions have been influenced by a simple
quantitative voting process, rather than by taking account of the quality
of comments submitted. The fact that nearly every site received
significantly more support than opposition suggests that there has been
a considerable degree of ‘tactical voting’ going on. This provides a basis
for questioning the soundness of the Core Strategy when it reaches the
Public Examination stage, if it can be shown that sites have been
selected in accordance with the degree of public support rather than on
their own merits.
There is a need for sites or buildings which come under the category of
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NSO/0039

SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)

SCO/0058
(Highways
Agency)

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

D1 use. All future support from the Planning Authorities for communities
like us will be of great help and is in agreement with the Planning Policy
Satement/page 17 point 42.
Dismay at the scope of the consultation and the consultation
questionnaire. It should be made clear that some of the original sites
identified in the Feb 09 PO have been subject to change in the Councils
preference and therefore the consultation should clearly cover all 50 of
the preferred sites listed in Table 6 of the consultation document. The
questionnaire only allows answers to be given to a set of 20 questions
of which 19 refer to preferred sites. At best it is unclear that just
because an original preferred site does not feature in this set of
questions it does not mean to say that the Council’s position is
unchanged on the site for example phasing of development. At worst
the questionnaire is misleading because it appears to direct
respondents to comment on 19 sites only and therefore the absences of
questions about all 50 sites is flawed. Whilst some respondents to the
consultation will be professionally based and should be able to interpret
the consultation and documentation, I feel members of the public and
possibly stakeholders will gain the impression that they are only
permitted to comment on the 19 sites and therefore this undermines the
credibility of the entire consultation.
For the proposed new sites and PO sites, there is possibility of some
additional demand affecting the trunk road network from the locations,
there is the potential for cumulative increases in traffic if various
combinations of sites are developed. The HA needs to understand what
the potential impact upon the trunk road network of the sites that have
been identified as they may result in additional development related
trips. A framework for demand management should be provided to
support the housing locations, and transport assessments are
necessary to ascertain the potential for increased demand affecting the
trunk road network prior to the HA accepting in principle development
allocation at these locations.
We favour the broad locations of housing numbers as they appear the
most sustainable in terms of size and accessibility to services. However
a transport evaluation should be carried out to confirm that there is a
feasible access strategy prior to these sites going forward. It would be
recommended that the transport implications be subject of transport
evidence base prior to the next stage so that the possible impacts of the
proposals put forward in the consultation can be considered properly.
We are willing to assist the Council in developing the transport evidence
base for LDDs and to expand the comments.
Consider that, due to the detailed site selection process that the Council
has carried out, that none of the proposed housing sites listed on your
questionnaire are likely to make a significant impact on any sites of
national or international importance for nature conservation or on the
Chilterns Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). For all the sites
under discussion we would recommend that they should only be
considered for development where the impact on the environment and
the landscape is acceptable. Guidance set out in the Hertfordshire
Landscape Character Assessment should be followed so that proposed
development is sited where there will be minimal impact on the
character of the existing settlements and the surrounding countryside.
We also recommend the preparation of Village or Town Design
Statements which can help to identify areas within and around
settlements that are particularly important to the local character and
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SCO/0057
(Natural
England)

SCO/0057
(Natural
England)
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SCO/0023
(Environment
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SCO/0023
(Environment
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SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

where development should be avoided and other areas where
development could be considered.
note that a number of sites are located on the edge of settlements but
within the Green Belt In general Natural England considers that there
should be minimal changes to the Green Belt as we believe that Green
Belt policy has been effective in containing urban areas and protecting
the countryside from development and that this overall approach should
continue. However we recognise that much Green Belt land is of
uninspiring quality and there is potential for it to deliver more positive
benefits for the natural environment and people’s enjoyment of it and to
play a role in climate change adaptation. There is also a danger that the
Green Belt can increase pressure for the development of more
environmentally sensitive sites elsewhere. We therefore consider that
there should be some flexibility in Green Belt boundaries and that
wherever possible that the land should be used for positive purposes.
We also emphasise the importance of incorporating green infrastructure
into all new development. The linking together of new and existing
green spaces with the surrounding countryside can bring benefits to the
liveability and attractiveness of a new development; create important
green corridors for wildlife and provide a valuable recreational resource
for residents.
Scoring of sites cannot provide more than an indicator at best and
should not be used without the moderation of scores to ensure the full
significance of the impacts is reflected. In the case of listed buildings,
these are scored in Table 2 as the same, irrespective of grade or
condition. We do not consider this provides a good basis for decision
making. The scoring for scheduled monuments, conservation areas and
parks and gardens is also liable to lead to misleading results. We have
not assessed the sites in detail and trust that you will consult your
conservation staff with regard to historic environment constraints.
Satisfied that the draft OST is an accurate representation of flood risk
and potential development opportunities. The ST must be applied to all
sites within floodzone 2 and 3 sequential approach followed to
development on site. In accordance with PPS25, we will object to any
development larger than 1ha that is not accompanied by a surface
water FRA.
Preliminary Risk Assessment may be required for sites with possible
contamination. Should the PRA highlight contamination issues, the sitespecific planning application may be subject to the relevant land
contamination, drainage and foundation planning conditions.
Our main concern about housing within SPZs for housing relates to how
the sites will be drained and how their foul sewage will be dealt with. In
accordance with Groundwater Protection: Policy and Practice (GP3),
part 4 in SPZs we will object to any new domestic sewage, trade
effluent or other significantly contaminated discharges to ground.
Outside SPZ1s we will object to any new domestic sewage, trade
effluent or other significantly contaminated discharges to ground unless
we are satisfied that it is not reasonable to make a connection to the
foul sewer.
Site selection criteria tables do not include an assessment of the
availability of infrastructure and services such as foul sewage and
energy provisions. This should be included as an additional category.
Floodzone- the explanation should be amended to ‘assessment of
which floodzone the site lies within. Sites in FZ1 will score highest and
site sin FZ3b and areas identified as being at flood risk in the SFRA will
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(ALPC)

SCO/0018
(ALPC)

SCO/0018
(ALPC)

score lowest’. This reflects that all sites will fall in a floodzone whilst
prioritising sites at low flood risk in the same way as the current
explanation. We are happy that wildlife sites have been given an
important weighting.
Contamination- not happy that weight is given to sites with no
contamination thus avoiding the chance to deal with areas of historic
contamination through the planning/ redevelopment process which
normally supplies funding to cover additional costs of remediation. Most
of 3R area is directly over a major chalk aquifer and contamination from
previous industrial activity is a major player in the mitigation of
contamination.
GSPZs- again there may be a chance to deal with areas of historic
contamination through regeneration. Avoiding SPZs may mean that
remediation of historic contamination affecting water supplies may not
happen, or be paid for out of the public purse. Although there is an
intention to avoid contamination and SPZs the nature of the district
makes this almost impossible.

Pleased to see 3 sites removed.
Concerned at the County Council’s own figures which show a shortage
of 1fe for primary school pupils in the AL area by 2013 and 14fe for
secondary school pupils in the Watford and 3R area within the next
decade.
This council believes that the way the current LDF is written places an
unacceptable burden on the AL parish area. It does not take into
account the additional building that has taken place in the last 15 years,
that has generated in excess of 5000 new units.
Housing selection sites criteria has given an undue weighting to sites
close to current urban locations, placing disproportionate burden on AL.
Concerned about loss of industry and business sites generally in the
parish. The Council feel it is important to provide mixed use with a
balance of employment sites directly related to new housing sites to
reduce the need to travel. The PC is concerned that a number of
employment sites are being re-designated as housing which
exacerbates the loss of local employment opportunities.
Should as a result of this consultation any proposals from landowners or
developers for any new sites not already detailed come forward, this
council would expect further consultation with it and the public by
TRDC.
The results of PO consultation are flawed as they rely on residents
supporting sites not in their immediate area and therefore promote the
concept of NIMBY. As a result, virtually all sites receive support.
Housing site allocation should not be undertaken on the basis of people
not wanting housing built in their area and forcing it to be built
elsewhere. The district needs and deserves a more mature and
scientific approach to the allocation of sites across the whole district. A
consequence of this approach is that residents are being encouraged to
vote for site snot in their immediate area which will distort any future
consultation results.
The PC notes the criteria for site selection. The PC comments on the
category ‘impact on GB’ and ‘contribution to green belt objectives’ that
these criteria should be exercised equitably across the whole district. AL
is already being asked to take on a wholly disproportionate amount of
new housing, principally to ensure that green belt objectives are
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sustained in other parts of the district. The PC would request that no
incursions into the green belt should be permitted in AL Parish, where
all things being equal, another area of the district could accommodate
new housing by an incursion into the green belt in that area.
We are pleased that officers at TRDC have met with us to discuss the
treatment of KL by both LDFs. However, we still feel that our concern
that there is no evidence to show that KL has been considered
holistically as one place within the TRDC CS is valid.
New housing development should have regard to the overall
infrastructure required to support it, including a sufficient number of
waste management facilities that should be integrated accordingly. The
County Council as waste management and disposal authority,
encourages Districts and Boroughs to promote the sustainable
management of waste generated by new development by having regard
to this, and by also encouraging the re-use of unavoidable waste where
possible, and the use of recycled materials where appropriate to the
construction.
The publication of the East of England Plan in May 2008 outlines a
significant need to minimise construction and demolition waste, as this
represents the largest waste stream within the region. Methods of waste
minimisation should be in keeping with the County Council’s aims and
objectives for the reduction of waste and its environmental impact, as
stated in section three of the Waste Local Plan 1995 – 2005.
The County Council are also developing policies that will promote
sustainable waste management that will be in line with the key
objectives contained within the County Council’s emerging Waste Core
Strategy. The key objectives that are of particular relevance to individual
Local Planning Authorities contained within the Waste Core Strategy
and Development Policies Issues and Preferred Options 2 document
are:
Objective 1: To promote the provision of well designed and efficient
facilities, avoiding harm to the environment and human health, which
require less waste to be disposed in landfill.
Objective 2: To locate waste recycling, handling and reduction facilities
as close as practicable to the origin of waste.
Objective 4: To facilitate a shift away from road transport as the
principal means of transporting waste to water, and rail transport.
Objective 6: To work with all partners in the County to encourage
integrated spatial planning, aligning with other local waste strategies
and local authority objectives which take account of waste issues,
recognising that waste management generates employment and is part
of the infrastructure which supports businesses and communities.
It should also be noted that as from 6 April 2008, a site waste
management plan (SWMP) is required by law for all construction
projects that are worth more than £300,000. This aims to reduce the
amount of waste produced on site and should contain information
including types of waste removed from the site and where that waste is
being taken to. Projects over £500,000 may require further information.
Plan does not raise any issues of general conformity against policies in
the East of England Plan
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6) Comments on Preferred Options Housing Sites
Little Furze School, South Oxhey
Reference

01284

00753

Comment
Object as in the future a further primary school may be needed for the
local community. I assume this was a failing school to be closed. I would
compare with Frith Manor School Barnet which was burned down. It has
now been rebuilt as a modern highly successful primary school which
would not have been possible if the land had been sold. Believe the
statistics being used to justify additional housing are seriously flawed.
The statistics for closing secondary schools was based on national
demographic trends. The demographic trend for this area followed that
for the ‘better off’ and so now we need secondary schools. If this area
builds the number of homes as specified, I believe there will be serious
regrets. Watford Hospital has not really improved. One day we may
need a local ‘cottage hospital’, let us retain some land to build one.
No to Little Furze. I understood the estate was originally a ‘garden city’
type. I don’t agree with using all possible parts like Little Furze School
for housing. Living here for 45 years, we appreciate the open spaces
and would hate to see them all disappear.

Kings Langley Employment Area
Reference
00807

00536

NSO/0067

SCO/0008
(Dacorum
Borough Council)

Comment
Concerned about loss of employment. We are losing too much in our
area.
Site is on a floodplain, contrary to your own conditions. It would also
appear to remove possible non-office employment opportunities. For
this reason it should not be developed as housing.
I note that the housing site within the Kings Langley employment area is
shown to be retained for housing, and I support this However, I believe
that the employment site has the potential to accommodate in excess of
180 dwellings as stated in the document. My clients land on its own has
the potential for approximately 30 to 40 dwellings whilst retaining
substantial open areas, including an appropriate buffer between
development and the southern edge of Kings Lake. I would like the
Council raise the estimated level of housing that can be accommodated
in this location.
Further objections to the proposal for 180 dwellings through mixed use
development of employment land for the following reasons: a meeting
between representatives from DBC, TRDC (Development Plans) and
HCC (CSF and Estates) was held in oct 2009. School provision at KL
was discussed and representatives from CSF stated that there would be
significant difficulties in accommodating children from new development
at the primary school in the village; DBC and TRDC are currently jointly
commissioning an update of the SWH Employment space study. This
will assess the existing and future quantity, quality and geographic
spread of employment floorspace within the 2 districts. We have
specifically asked the consultants to treat KL as one settlement and
advise us of the appropriate level of employment land to be retained
within the village and where it is best located. We consider it would be
best for you to await the findings of the forthcoming update before
making a final decision regarding the future of this employment land.
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Former Kings Head Public House, High Street, Abbots Langley
Reference

01758
00807
00773

00536
00497

Comment
Pin Wei is the best restaurant in the village and nice to have something
that isn’t Indian, for those who don’t or can’t eat curries. I can see that it
may be a more spacious site than some because of the car park, but we
would be opposed to building all over it. The car park is quite well used
by Pin Wei customers and some shoppers, especially the less mobile.
Our other car park is the far end of the High Street. What would be
acceptable to us, if it is really necessary to build more in Abbots
Langley, would be a block of flats with Pin Wei on the ground floor.
However, I understand they use the upstairs accommodation. We don’t
see the logic of taking away the livelihoods of the owners.
Oppose as not a suitable location for housing being on a busy junction
and will increase traffic at peak times
Very opposed to any development as conservation area opposite listed
building (Abbots House) and ancient church (St Lawrence).
Placing of new housing to the village CA and almost opposite the
church will destroy the historic feel to CA and should not be allowed.
Development at the old Stevens breakers yard at the other end of the
CA is bad enough without causing further damage to the other end.
Should be a shop/ supermarket, with all this development Abbots
Langley has only one main shop now, and pensioners sites in A/L.

Gade View Gardens
Reference
01846
00807

Comment
Why can you only fit 10 homes here when currently many more
Not suitable for an extra 10 houses

Breakspear Public House, School Mead, Abbots Langley
Reference

01758

01370
00807
00536

Comment
A block of flats with a pub on the ground floor, along the lines of the
adjacent flats which have shops underneath. Don’t see the logic of
taking away the livelihoods of the owners.
Site fully deliverable in the short term, and wholly appropriate for
residential development. Continued allocation of site for residential
development therefore strongly supported. We note that the indicative
capacity of the site states 20 units. Indicative figure should not act as a
‘target’ capacity for the site. It is important that any scheme that comes
forward fully takes into account the characteristics of the site and its
relationship to surrounding uses, and is in accordance with relevant
adopted planning policy. As such, any proposal should be assessed on
its own merits, disregarding any indicative capacity, in order to avoid
over-development of the site to the detriment of the character of the
area or factors such as existing and future residential amenity. It is
unclear on what basis the states indicative capacity of the site has been
established, but it is strongly recommended that indicative capacities
should not act as a target capacity for a site, and that schemes are
considered on their own merits and in accordance with planning policy
and site characteristics, in order to avoid detrimental over-development.
Council should support local pubs and not allow yet more to be closed
and covered with houses
Provides an essential service to that part of AL and should, economic
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conditions permitting, remain as such.
Leavesden Pumping Station, East Lane, Abbots Langley
Reference

00536

Comment
If redundant, should be returned to green belt. Any housing
development should not be allowed, for the same reason that Love
Lane reservoir site has been removed from consideration.

Furtherfield Depot, Furtherfield, Abbots Langley
Reference

00536

Comment
If redundant, should be returned to green belt. Any housing
development should not be allowed, for the same reason that Love
Lane reservoir site has been removed from consideration.

Land West of Bluebell Drive, Bedmond
Reference

00791
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

Comment
Object to site. Increasing homes in this area brings more trouble.
Residents already have problems with some youth from the Ovaltine
Site. Water pressure, plus already problems with sewerage.
Part of this site is over a landfill. In addition to a PRA, it’s likely a full SI
and Detailed Quantitative Risk Assessment will be requires to be
submitted with any planning application for this site.

Land at Three Acres, Toms Lane, Kings Langley
Reference

01103

00514
CU/0362

Comment
Land is green belt and should not be considered, unless it has been
redesignated without our knowledge. What provision has been made for
access to these two sites. Toms Lane is already very busy. There is no
pavement until you reach no 13 and therefore presents a considerable
risk to walkers of whom a significant number may well be children; the
narrowness of the lane already causes congestion at peak traffic times
and there can be little provision for widening the lane because of the
presence of the railway bridge at the junction with Primrose Hill. If these
proposals go ahead it would be imperative that a footpath be
constructed to go down the rest of the lane to Primrose Hill/ Station
Road. What plans are in place to compensate current residents for any
compulsory purchase of people’s land when a footpath is installed. Will
we see a reduction in our Council Tax?
Would have access right next to the most dangerous part of Toms Lane
at the low railway bridge and the narrowing of the road. This is already a
hazardous spot and extra traffic generated would make it lethal.
Residents are already locked in combat with the highways department
about the huge amount of vehicles using the lane, we do not need
hundresds more causing even more mayhem. The infrastructure of the
area won’t support all these extra dwellings. We’ve already had 400
houses on Ovaltine causing all kinds of problems, and haven’t enough
services such as schools and doctors to cope with them. Sewerage and
drainage problems at the bottom of Toms Lane are always causing
floods and hazards. Cannot cope with any more houses in the vicinity.
There is no indication of how access will be obtained to this site.
Current access to Three Acres is via a narrow private driveway. It
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SCO/0008
(Dacorum
Borough Council)

would be impossible for two cars to pass each other, let alone lorries.
The properties either side of this driveway are too near the boundary of
Three Acres for it to be possible to widen the driveway to be an access
point to the site. Furthermore the driveway is higher than the road
surface in Toms Lane and the result is that lorries entering or leaving
the property at present gouge strips in the road surface of Toms Lane.
If the driveway were lowered this would undermine the foundations of
the two properties either side. The development of the Ovaltine and
Abbotts sites in Station Road and Primrose Hill have placed a
considerable extra strain on the community services and infrastructure.
For example no provision has been made for additional school places,
doctors, dentists etc. Any further development in Toms Lane would
create extra demand on top of that already created.
The cumulative impact of developing three sites on Toms Lane in the
green belt is likely to be significant on the village, particularly in terms of
the capacity of the primary school. There is also likely to be a significant
cumulative impact on the wildlife corridor running along Toms Lane.

Land West of 10 Toms Lane, Kings Langley
Reference

00514

01103

CU/0362

Comment
Would have access right next to the most dangerous part of Toms Lane
at the low railway bridge and the narrowing of the road. This is already a
hazardous spot and extra traffic generated would make it lethal.
Residents are already locked in combat with the highways department
about the huge amount of vehicles using the lane, we do not need
hundreds more causing even more mayhem. The infrastructure of the
area won’t support all these extra dwellings. We’ve already had 400
houses on Ovaltine causing all kinds of problems, and haven’t enough
services such as schools and doctors to cope. Sewerage and drainage
problems at the bottom of Toms Lane are always causing floods and
hazards. We simply cannot cope with any more houses in the vicinity.
Land is green belt and should not be considered, unless it has been
redesignated without our knowledge. In particular the land behind Three
Acres was designated as a smallholding and was refused planning
permission a number of years ago. What provision has been made for
access to these two sites. Toms Lane is already very busy. There is no
pavement until you reach no 13 and therefore presents a considerable
risk to walkers of whom a significant number may well be children; the
narrowness of the lane already causes congestion at peak traffic times
and there can be little provision for widening the lane because of the
presence of the railway bridge at the junction with Primrose Hill. If these
proposals go ahead it would be imperative that a footpath be
constructed to go down the rest of the lane to Primrose Hill/ Station
Road. What plans are in place to compensate current residents for any
compulsory purchase of people’s land when a footpath is installed. Will
we see a reduction in our Council Tax?
Site is currently arable land and forms part of the Green Belt. It must
be a travesty of all that the Green Belt stands for and demeans the
considerable effort that has been expended hitherto over many years to
protect its Green Belt status. Toms Lane is a deceptively busy road,
particularly in the morning and afternoon rush hours and from my house
westward there is no footpath for pedestrians. Over the years road
paintings have been tried for the separating of road users under the
bridge so that pedestrians and motor vehicles might share the road
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NSO/0039

space more safely. I have lived in Toms Lane for 38 years during which
time as a pedestrian I have been hit by cars and vans 7 times –
fortunately none seriously. Pedestrians currently have to share the road
space with cars, vans and lorries, many exceeding the speed limit. Any
development of these sites would increase both the number of vehicles
and pedestrians and be detrimental to their safety. The development of
the Ovaltine and Abbotts sites in Station Road and Primrose Hill have
placed a considerable extra strain on the community services and
infrastructure. For example no provision has been made for additional
school places, doctors, dentists etc. Any further development in Toms
Lane would create extra demand on top of that already created.
Following the sites submission to the SHLAA in March 2008 the land
south of Toms Lane situated to the west of 10 Toms Lane was identified
as a deliverable site for a range of dwellings from 12 to 31 with a mid
point of 22 and capable of being delivered in years 0-5. In the Feb 09
version of the CSPO, the site was identified as a smaller housing site
with capacity for 20 dwellings with phasing during the period 2008-2015.
In view if the PO CS and a meeting with you and colleagues in 12
January 2009 the Wellcome Trust committed to a thorough technical
assessment of the site covering all relevant matters such as access,
noise, ground conditions, drainage, landscaping, ecology, archaeology
etc. Once the assessment reports by qualified experts were assembled
this formed the basis for assessment of different site options and
culminated in the site submission statement and contextual analysis and
options study submitted under cover letter dated 9 September 2009.
The preferred development option for the site is for 20 detached and
semi-detached houses to comprise a yet to be determined mix of b
bedrooms through 5 bedrooms. An indicative site layout plan showing
this option is enclosed. This shows strategic landscaping to the
southern boundary of the site, planting reinforcement along north and
west boundaries, a balancing pond which will be managed as an
ecological feature and new vehicular and pedestrian access. The site
will deliver the required amount of affordable housing. Since this
indicative layout plan was prepared The Wellcome Trust as landowner
of the site and the remainder of the Kings Langley Estate has agreed to
identify a corridor of land along the east side of the rail line which will
form a permissive path connecting the homes along Toms Lane with
Kings Langley rail station and employment area. This permissive path
will be more direct and hence it will improve the accessibility of the train
station and employment area to the local residents and it will remove
the conflict between pedestrians and vehicles under the bridge. In view
of the above it is requested that land west of 10 Toms Lane is identified
for delivery in the period 2011-2016.
Table 2 does not identify the proposed change to the phasing of the
land west of 10 Toms Lane nor is this mentioned in the section on pg9
of the doc entitled ‘original housing sites to be revised’. The proposed
change to land West of 10 Toms Lane i.e. phasing to be 2016-2020 is a
very significant change by the Council which should be made clear and
the reason for the proposed change explained. In the absence of a
written explanation for the proposed change there is no justification for
seeking to delay delivery of development at the site to 2016 onwards.
There have not been any national or regional planning policy changes to
justify delay to delivery. I am of the view that recent planning appeal
decisions which have in part rested upon the need for delivery of
housing where there is not an up to date 5 year supply of deliverable
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SCO/0008
(Dacorum
Borough Council)

sites (PPS3 para 71) have increased the emphasis on identifying
deliverable sites and ensuring these are brought forward for delivery.
The DCLG statistical release dated Nov 2009 entitled ‘5 year land
supply for housing in England as at April 2009’ shows that TRDC has
only 80% of the housing requirement for the next 5 years. This shows
that there is not a five year supply of deliverable housing sites in the
district. The national average is 120% covering all of the local planning
authorities in England and therefore by comparison the 80% level at 3R
is further evidence of underperformance. Land west of 10 Toms Lane is
deliverable for housing as per the definition at para 54 of PPS3. There
are no site specific reasons to delay delivery of housing at the site.
The cumulative impact of developing three sites on Toms Lane in the
green belt is likely to be significant on the village, particularly in terms of
the capacity of the primary school. There is also likely to be a significant
cumulative impact on the wildlife corridor running along Toms Lane.

Land at Heysham Drive, South Oxhey
Reference

00361

Comment
In and around the area there is a multitude of children that could do with
a children’s play area that would resolve a lot of anti-social behaviour
problems that currently exist, and with the imposition of the building on
this site, this would effectively destroy any opportunity of providing a
feature that would benefit the locality. Furthermore because the area is
dovetailed by Heysham Drive and Wentworth Drive, I am unable to
fathom out how access would be gained to the area unless sweeping
highway changes are made.

253 Watford Road, Croxley Green
Reference

CU/0075

Comment
Turning for the Shell Garage already causes queues on the Watford
Road. Tescos has just been passed you will bottleneck Two Bridges
Roundabout.

189-191 Watford Road, Croxley Green
Reference
01246

CU/0075

Comment
Suggest redefine site as residential
Turning for the Shell Garage already causes queues on the Watford
Road. Tescos has just been passed you will bottleneck Two Bridges
Roundabout.

33 Baldwins Lane, Croxley Green
Reference

CU/0075

Comment
Turning for the Shell Garage already causes queues on the Watford
Road. Tescos has just been passed you will bottleneck Two Bridges
Roundabout.

Former British Rail Station, Croxley Green
Reference
00561

Comment
Ok site
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CU/0075

SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

Turning for the Shell Garage already causes queues on the Watford
Road. Tescos has just been passed you will bottleneck Two Bridges
Roundabout.
Part of the site appears to be in FZ 2 and 3. A full FRA will be required
to satisfy all flood risk concerns at the detailed planning app stage. The
development will need to reduce flood risk and provide a sustainable
solution to surface water drainage. At planning app stage, as well as a
PRA a full SI and DQRA will be required to include gas and controlled
waters risk assessment and human health, piling and foundations and
drainage. This is due to potential contamination from hydocarbons,
asbestos, brake linings and pesticides used on the railway line.

Happy Man Public House, Mill End
Reference

00725

Comment
Previous representations demonstrated that document unsound in
accordance with PPS12 as it was not ‘justified’, ‘effective’ or consistent
with national policy. Considered that still unsound. Under the ‘justified’
test of soundness, document must be founded on a robust and credible
evidence base and the most appropriate strategy when considered
against the reasonable alternatives. PPS12 further states that DPDs
must be consistent with national policy. Since our previous
representations, DCLG has adopted PPS4. Note that Happy Man PH
still contained within the list of housing sites and that several sites have
been revised or removed from the list. Evidence base: document
continues to set a context which effectively promotes and encourages
more efficient use of previously developed land. Reiterate that
designation of Happy man PH should be amended and the site be
promoted for mixed use development including residential and retail and
not only for housing. Alternatives: Council have not represented the
most appropriate set of preferred site allocations for Happy Man PH, as
it has not considered the suitability of site for mix of uses including retail.
PPS4: policy EC2 states that LPAs should ensure that their
development plans identify a range of sites including mixed-use sites.
3R do not outline sites for mixed use development within current
consultation document, nor within previous consultation. Furthermore,
policy continues to state that LPAs should encourage new uses within
vacant or derelict buildings, the CS does not encourage this. Therefore
not consistent with PPS4 and therefore unsound. Happy Man PH should
be designated as a mixed-use site as: site is derelict and underused
and lies adjacent to a designated local shopping parade (Tudor Parade)
on the UDP Proposals Map and should be used to meet housing
demand and provide retail provision for an identified need; the site is
immediately available for development and can therefore play an
important role in meeting the pressing need for housing and retail
provision within the immediate area; the designation for a mix of uses
would contribute to wards the vitality and viability of Tudor Parade; we
have identified under planning applications 08/1701 and 09/0537 there
is a quantitative need to meet the local convenience goods needs; and
there is also a qualitative need to improve the range of products which
are currently available in the local area.
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Langwood House, High Street, Rickmansworth
Reference

00614
SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

Comment
Company willing and able to deliver housing on the site once lease is
determined by lessee and do not anticipate site would be easy to let
after that time given better competing floorspace, Therefore could be
delivered within 5 years. Site in top quartile of suitable sites in District.
Have spoken to architects and confirmed gross floorspace of building
and their estimate of housing floorpspace that could be created
including the construction of a modest roof extension of one floor. Gross
floor area is 2136 sqm, useable floorspace 1650sqm. This would
accommodate 30 one and two bed flats with no additional floorspace.
An extra storey set back form the edges of the existing would provide
enough space for an extra 10 flats. Capacity of 10 should be at least 30
and could be 40 with moderate extensions. If the building were
demolished and replaced, an additional 5-10% could be provided given
the inefficient floorspace configuration of current building.
Part of the site is within FZ2 and 3. A FRA will be required to satisfy all
flood risk concerns at the detailed planning app stage. The development
will need to reduce flood risk and provide a sustainable solution to
surface water drainage.

Bridge Motors, Church Street, Rickmansworth
Reference

SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

Comment
Site currently shown as being in FZ3. At the planning app stage a
detailed FRA will be requires which establishes the exact extent of the
flood zones on the site. Further modelling indicating flood flows may be
required. Development will need to provide a sustainable solution to
surface water drainage. Development provides opportunities to improve
the environmental characteristics of the site by including a naturalised
buffer zone to the watercourse with native species planting only in this
buffer zone. In addition a PRA due to potential contamination from
hydrocarbons used in motor vehicles (fuel oils, engine oils) likely a full
SI and DQRA will be required to include gas and controlled waters risk
assessment and human health, piling and foundations and drainage.

Long Island Exchange, Victoria Close, Rickmansworth
Reference

00516

Comment
The proposed density for Long Island Exchange is far too high and
should be much reduced- inadequacy of approach road (Victoria Close)
and infringement of lights/ views in respect of flats in Priory Lodge,
Nightingale Road.

Royal British Legion, Ebury Road, Rickmansworth
Reference
00565
CU/0235

Comment
Why use British Legion Land?
Ensure Legion still have premises as need for Legion increasing.

Depot, Harefield Road, Rickmansworth
Reference
00802

Comment
Develop as a priority.
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Most of the site is currently within FZ3 and 2. At the planning app stage
a detailed FRA will be required which established the exact extent of the
flood zones on the site. Further modelling indicating flood flows may be
required. In addition to a PRA due to potential contamination from
hydrocarbons used in the motor vehicles (fuel oils, engine oils) and the
presence of a tank on site, it’s likely a full SI and DQRA will be required
to include gas and controlled waters risk assessment and human health,
piling and foundations and drainage.
Designated a safeguarded site (SA139) in the Waste Site Allocations
Issues and Preferred Options 2 document (November 2009). The
County Council as waste planning authority for Hertfordshire will oppose
development proposals that may prejudice current operations on this
site, unless an alternative site can be found. This is in line with policy 3
in the Waste Core Strategy and Development Policies Issues and
Preferred Options 2 document and policy 18 in the adopted Waste Local
Plan. Three Rivers District Council should also be aware that if any of
the other potential housing sites identified within this consultation come
forward for future development, a number of detailed matters should be
given careful consideration.

Gas Works, Salters Close, Rickmansworth
Reference

SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

Comment
Site is currently shown as being within FZ3. At the planning app stage a
detailed FRA will be required which establishes the exact extent of the
floodzones on the site. Further modelling indicating flows may be
required. The development will need to provide opportunities to improve
the environmental characteristics of the watercourse. The development
will need to provide a sustainable solution to surface water drainage. If
the site was a former gas production plant before a distribution station
there is a potential for contamination from hydrocarbons, cyanides,
heavy metals, asbestos, cresols, acids and alkalis. In addition to a PRA
it is likely a full SI and DQRA will be required to include gas and
controlled waters risk assessment and human health, piling and
foundations and drainage.

Depot, Stockers Farm Road, Rickmansworth
Reference
00802

SCO/0023
(Environment
Agency)

Comment
Develop as a priority.
Proposed development is partly within the Stockers Meadow Wildlife
site (89/009). Stockers Farm Meadow is noted for its wet grassland, a
priority BAP habitat. This habitat has decreased markedly within Herts
and we strongly advise that the wildlife site is excluded from the
development. The Stockers farm SA does not mention Stockers Farm
Wildlife Site and must be amended to take this into account.

Land South of Tolpits Lane, Rickmansworth
Reference
00723
CU/0072
SCO/0023
(Environment

Comment
Little Tolpits Cottage to be removed from South Tolpits Lane, reasons
as per PO consultation.
Flood plain.
Part of the site appears to be close to or within FZ3 and adjacent to the
River Colne. This will have an impact on the development potential of
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Agency)

the site. A FRA will be required to satisfy all flood risk concerns at the
detailed planning app stage. The development will need to provide a
sustainable solution to surface water drainage. The proposed
development site is partly within the Hamper Mill Lakes wildlife site
(89/004). Any development on this site should not adversely affect the
wildlife site. The site is adjacent to the River Colne and any
development proposal must include an undeveloped buffer zone to the
river and between the lakes and the development.

Royal British Legion, Church Lane, Sarratt
Reference
00565
CU/0235

Comment
Why use British Legion Land?
Ensure Legion still have premises as need for Legion increasing.
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7) Housing Sites Put Forward
Reference

01972

01757

01367

Comment
Garston Manor possible site for housing. Trying to maintain GII listed
Manor, but with current economic climate, income decreased
dramatically. Would help if some land could be sold. In addition to
problems arising from maintenance of land an buildings, theft of
equipment from premises over sustained period, with vandalism to
boundary fence. Police have numerous crime reference numbers and
helping identify thieves and trespassers. Consider that by having
houses built on lower field, would have less land to maintain and
reduced opportunities for crime resulting from increased surveillance
from surrounding properties. Have in the past attempted to use lower
field for small scale agricultural use and had a horse and pony grazing,
however animals frightened and stables set alight causing owner to
remove them. Therefore lower field no use and could be put to better
use. Low density development of large detached family houses, well
secured and carefully set in the landscape, some with wooded areas in
their gardens would enhance the area and reduce the opportunity for
trespass and vandalism. Central portion of High Elms Lane has
undergone development in the past including Parmiters School to the
north east and the housing development of The Shires and Hop Garden
Way, adjacent to Garston Manor. The land that we are proposing for
development is obscured from the road by mature protected trees and
therefore any development would not have a detrimental visual effect on
High Elms Lane. Area has its own existing vehicular access of High
Elms Lane by ‘New Cottage’ and there is an entrance along the road on
the other side of ‘New Cottage’, at present blocked off by bollards.
Garston Manor and its land is very secluded. Visitors who come to the
school or for weddings say they did not previously know there was such
a large property here. Any development would be on land that is not
seen or enjoyed by anyone at present and would therefore not scar any
landscape but be completely hidden within the surrounding woodland. I
have an area of trees and wildlife that I am prepared to offer the Council
as an educational centre for local schools. Environmental Centre would
be a great asset for the six neighbouring schools.
Plot of land on Bedmond Road prime site for future housing in the area.
6.5acre site offers Main Road access (from Bedmond Road, access
also from East Lane); primary school within 600m (AL primary and
Bedmond Primary close by); shops within 500m; two bus stops within
20m; short walking distance to Bedmond and Abbots Langley villages.
Oppose omission of Woodside Road site. Original CS preferred options
included an area of land off Woodside Road 4.3ha in size. While we
would support the inclusion of this parcel of land, it is proposed that the
whole of the site shown in Appendix A of this statement is included. This
site extends to 14ha, the blue outline indicating the possible area for
housing development with the remainder providing new public open
space/ green infrastructure as part of any detailed proposal. It is
understood that following instruction from GO East, the current format of
the CS will alter and that the majority of the site specific elements will be
removed and included within a SA DPD. It is understood that
representations made to this stage of the CS will also inform the early
stages of the Council’s SA DPD preparation, and as such, we expect
the representations made within this statement be considered in that
context. If further opportunities to consult on site specific elements
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within either the CS or SA DPD we would request that we are informed
of this. Woodside Road: We object to the removal of this site from the
Core Strategy and would request reinstatement of the site to the
document. We believe that the inclusion of the whole site extending to
High Elms Lane, as outlined in Appendix A, would provide a new high
quality development for Abbots Langley with an opportunity to provide a
significant area of new public open space / green infrastructure. We
consider the site to be better suited to providing a sustainable and
accessible development as part of a natural extension to the urban area
than the alternative sites on Greenfield land currently retained or
recently added by the Council. The site would also make a reasonable
contribution to the housing requirements of the East of England Plan,
while clearly being able to offer the benefits of a larger scale
development, such as affordable housing and public open space / green
infrastructure, not usually available through allocation of smaller PDL
sites. Abutting the edge of the existing urban area along the entirety of
the site’s southern boundary as well as along part of its western
boundary, the site falls on the edge of the Metropolitan Green Belt as
defined in the Three Rivers District Council Local Plan 1996-2011.
Policy SS7: ‘Green Belts’ of The East of England Plan 2008 recognises
the need in certain parts of Hertfordshire, particularly in the west of the
County, to release parts of the Green Belt for development. Paragraph
3.32 of The Plan states that review of the Green Belt is justified in
certain situations: ‘Tightly drawn green belt boundaries, while assisting
urban concentration, have made it increasingly difficult to meet
development needs, particularly for housing, resulting in greater
dispersal of development and thereby contributed to unsustainable
travel patterns’. While we are not seeking the removal of the Green Belt
in its entirety in this general location, The East of England Plan does
make it clear that, particularly in this area, consideration has to be given
towards permitting housing development in the Green Belt in the most
sustainable locations to meet regional development needs.
Policy SS8 of The East of England Plan is concerned with the ‘Urban
Fringe’; the site at Woodside Road can be considered to be in the urban
fringe of Abbots Langley. Supporting text of Policy SS8 in paragraph
3.38 recognises that parts of the urban fringe will be used to
accommodate urban extensions. Where this happens it is made clear
that: ‘development is successfully integrated in the landscape, the
needs of residents for access and recreation are provided for…’
Green infrastructure and recreation space is clearly an important factor
when considering the merits of urban extensions and developments in
the urban fringe. With the allocation of the site as outlined in Appendix
A, a development with significant public open space to accommodate
such green infrastructure could be achieved while at the same time
being integrated into the surrounding landscape inline with Policy ENV2.
It should also be noted that there are no significant areas of housing
between the site and the M1 and M25 Motorways, meaning the risk of
visual impact / coalescence with neighbouring settlements is negligible.
Planning Policy Guidance 17: ‘Planning for Open space, Sport and
Recreation’ recognises the value of including well thought out public
open space within housing developments, especially where deficiencies
have been identified. Paragraph 12 states: Development of open
space, sports or recreational facilities may provide an opportunity for
local authorities to remedy deficiencies in provision’. Paragraph 23 is
concerned with the provision of local facilities and states that:
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‘Local authorities should ensure that provision is made for local sports
and recreational facilities (either through an increase in the number of
facilities or improvements to existing facilities) where planning
permission is granted for new developments (especially housing
developments). Local authorities are also advised in paragraph 24 that,
in planning for open spaces and in assessing planning applications for
development; they should seek opportunities to improve the local open
space network. Inclusion of the whole site as previously stated provides
a genuine opportunity to add to the open space network in the area,
offering accessible, well designed public open space to new residents
as well as existing residents in the area. It is understood that the
Council is currently preparing an updated ‘Open Space, Sport and
Recreational Facilities Assessment’ as part of the LDF evidence base.
Some idea of the key issues facing the District can be ascertained from
the study completed in July 2005 however in terms of open space, it
was highlighted in the study that there was a need for increasing
provision for children and young people throughout the District. It was
also recognised that, regarding outdoor sports provision, one junior
football facility, one mini football facility and two senior facilities were all
being used above capacity in the Abbots Langley area. It is possible
then that a scheme at Woodside Road could address these issues, if
they are still found to be relevant. Allocating development at Woodside
Road would be in line with a number of the main objectives of the East
of England Plan. The Plan seeks to reduce the region’s affect on climate
change by:
• ‘locating development so as to reduce the need to travel;
• effecting a major shift in travel away from car use towards public
transport, walking and cycling;
• maximising the energy efficiency of development and promoting the
use of renewable and low carbon energy sources; and
• reducing the risk of adverse impact of flooding on people, property and
wildlife habitats.’
Woodside Road can be considered to be in a sustainable location, with
many key services/amenities within walking or cycling distance from the
site. The Institute for Highways & Transportation guidelines in
‘Providing for Journeys on Foot’ gives guidance on acceptable
pedestrian walking distances to particular amenities/services. The
Woodside Road site to the nearby Parmiter’s Primary School is less
than 0.5 kilometres away, taking approximately 5 minutes to walk and
can therefore be considered to be a ‘desirable’ distance from the site.
St Michael’s High School is less than 1 kilometre away, taking
approximately 10 minutes to walk to and is considered to be an
‘acceptable’ distance from the site as is Francis Combe School and
Community College, accessed along Horseshoe Lane. Both Parmiter’s
and St Michael’s Schools are accessible along High Elms Lane, a
relatively pedestrian friendly route and a proposed cycle route, as
identified in the Three Rivers District Council Local Plan. The nearest
doctor’s surgery is located off Arundell Road and next to this is located
a small supermarket. Both these destinations are between a ‘desirable’
and ‘acceptable’ distance from the site at less than 0.5 kilometres,
approximately 5 minutes walk. A bus service runs along Horseshoe
Lane 0.2 kilometres south of the site, with services direct to Watford
Town Centre, Hemel Hempstead, Watford General Hospital and
Watford Junction Railway Station passing through Abbots Langley.
Watford Station provides frequent services into central London. Other
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services are available in the area, including a direct service to Mount
Vernon Hospital. We conclude that the site is in a sustainable,
accessible location and should be included within the Core Strategy.
The site provides an opportunity to develop new high quality housing for
Abbots Langley (including affordable housing) while carefully integrating
development into the landscape through provision of significant new
green infrastructure and public open space. Most key services are
within a desirable or acceptable walking distance from the site and bus
stops are located a short distance away.
Small plot of land adj to Barton Way car park (for the past 25 years at
least has had rubbish thrown into it been extensively fenced off, been
broken into again and again) for building a couple of small houses. The
huge poplar tree is out of place and a possible danger in high winds.
Land on the corner of South Way and Langley Lane.
114-118 Toms Lane to be a new housing site. Three Rivers has
recognised the need to consider the release of some greenfield sites to
address the shortfall in housing supply highlighted in the latest housing
trajectory figures through to 2021. Main housing shortfall thought to
occur from 2014 to 2021. TRDC reviewed a number of options for
dealing with shortfall and chose the consideration of some greenfield
sites as the most sustainable way to meet the future housing needs.
Any greenfield sites to be considered would have to meet the
requirements of a rigorous selection process which would assess the
impact on the green belt (including all associated environmental
aspects) accessibility to existing services and land use attributes. Any
green belt land to be considered would also have to contribute to green
belt objectives of PPG2. Details of site location, assessment criteria,
indicative capacity, planning policies included.
We suggest that the whole area comprising South Oxhey town centre,
site N and site 4 is considered comprehensively. In that exercise, we
suggest that it is also worth considering utilising some of the green belt
land between sites N and 4 in that that residual space has little if any
value as green belt. Its incorporation into a comprehensive masterplan
for the wider area would generate useful open space for the benefit of
future residents. Therefore as well as suggesting that comprehensive
masterplanning exercise, we suggest that small area of green belt land
should also be considered for residential development.
Car parks in Talbot Road next to long stay car park opposite Coach and
Horses.
Travis Perkins land is a huge area.
Two sites East Jacketts Field and East of Summerhouse Way: believe
justification for including sites in list of ‘preferred options’ is clear. We
have proposed a suggested layout to demonstrate how the interests of
current local residents and future residents can be accommodated with
a sensitively planned scheme. This includes public amenity space (with
the option for additional allotments), new woodland areas and a new
strategic cycle way that could be included in the scheme. We have also
explained how our land can be guarded against further encroachment
into our agricultural activities and why the proposed land for housing
does not and cannot contribute to our current farming activities. Despite
the relatively high scores of the two sites, the Council did not include
them in the list of Preferred Options. Of the other sites that were
selected, six new sites and 16 of the original sites received lower scores
than the sites. Council justified site choices as a result of their
‘consideration of each site on its merits and specific site circumstances’.
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No further explanation is given as to what this more subjective
evaluation involved for any given site. Therefore it is not clear why the
Council’s objective evaluation using their wide range of criteria was not
the main basis for the selection. None of the incompatible adjacent land
uses (Fairways) exist at the proposed sites east of Jacketts Field and
Summerhouse Way. Indeed we speculated that the only reason the land
has been rejected is because existing residents so much enjoy the
opportunity to live in this location. However existing residents may not
appreciate how the local area could be further enhanced by sensitive
planned development. Unfortunately the interests of future residents
cannot be included in the consultation process. [Figure] The interests of
both existing and future residents can be accommodated. The
proposals are just initial ideas to show some of the attractive
opportunities offered by these sites. Based on the Council’s guidance
on housing densities, the two sites with a combined area of 3 ha could
accommodate up to say 90 dwellings. A large proportion of the new
housing could below cost public housing if that is the main housing need
in the area. The current proposals show about 60 dwellings in order to
preserve most of the natural features of the area and maintain the views
across open countryside and/or woodland for most of the existing
houses. Part of the private land to the north of the site is proposed as a
public amenity area that could be used for additional allotments, or other
open air recreational uses. Proposals could be developed in partnership
with the local community, including its various voluntary bodies and the
Parish Council. Along the southern boundary of plot B, the existing
public footpath could be developed further as a strategic cycle way for
Abbots Langley to link directly with the sports and other recreational
facilities in the nearby Leavesden Park and the three major secondary
schools off the existing dedicated cycle route near High Elms Lane. This
would address a significant morning peak hour traffic congestion issue
in the area as well as encouraging a healthier and safer means of travel
to local facilities particularly the local secondary schools. Given the high
scores achieved for the above sites in the Council’s own housing
suitability evaluation, what are the reservations that prevented then
being selected? The main arguments given by Councillors at public
meetings during the public consultation process was against green belt
sites that are ‘open’ to further development beyond their proposed
boundaries and that the plots are used as agricultural land. These are
not justified reasons for rejecting the development opportunities offered
by the sites. The proposed sites are not suitable for agriculture land.
Plot A is too small to grow arable crops as the equipment used is too big
to operate in this confined space. Hedge removal is not an option
because there are significant trees within it. Also there are mature trees
in the middle of the field which are impossible to work around on this
size of field. The soil type is not suitable for producing an economic crop
of cereals. Vandalism has always been a problem and in each of the
past three years we have had crops set on fire. Grazing livestock would
require the footpaths to be fenced off from the rest of the field to keep
the public away from cows with calves and bulls. Public access would
have to be much more restricted than at present. There is no water
supply to this part of the farm. The capital cost of providing water and
fencing to this area would render a livestock unit uneconomic. Last time
we had livestock, our fences were continually cut and vandalism
continues to be a problem in other areas of the farm. These fields
immediately adjacent to the residential area of Abbots Langley are
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continually used as a tip for local litter and other rubbish as well as a
place to use as a latrine for dogs making it unpleasant for others to walk
in the area. Plots could be enclosed to overcome concern that any land
currently designated as green belt cannot be selected unless the site is
protected from further encroachment. Proposed that along the eastern
boundary, a significant woodland area is planted with necessary
planning controls in place to ensure it is preserved. The only other open
boundary to the north where public amenity space is proposed.
Necessary planning controls can ensure this remains a secure barrier to
any further development. Use of adjacent land for agriculture provides
further assurance that the current owner can control the use of the land.
Any other suggestions for preventing encroachment can be considered.
Allotments (private) at back of Ebury Rd Ricky. This could make space
for town centre Dwellings.
Surprised site of former Chandlers Cross nursery in a collapsed and
dangerous condition not included
Submitting Twychells Farm forward again we feel this is a suitable site
for houses as next to village and caravan park, unused land therefore
flytipping and vandalism takes place, could be used for ecofriendly
houses within easy reach of M1, M25.
The Roughs is immediately available for housing development and we
would once again question the Council’s reasoning behind discarding
this site and excluding it from their list of future allocations. At all
previous stages of the drafting of the Core Strategy we have proposed
The Roughs as a site which can be immediately delivered. It is our view
that on each occasion, the Council have focused on the perceived
constraints of the site rather than fully considering the opportunities that
the site clearly offers. Further, the analysis undertaken by the Council in
respect of all sites appears to have failed to have properly measured, in
relative terms, the advantages of each site. We have previously made
comments in respect of the large allocation sites the Council are
supporting, raising the individual constraints and demonstrating that The
Roughs has particular merits of its own which may have not been fully
recognised. Significantly whilst the Council have consistently pointed
out The Roughs is in the Green Belt, we again notice that a further large
site, also in the Green Belt, has been added to the list of sites in the
form of Fairways Farm. Whilst this new site scores highly in some
respects, we notice that the key constraints highlighted are the Green
Belt and limited access to shopping facilities. It is our view that The
Roughs has once again been discarded at the expense of sites which
themselves are no better. As we have previously stated, The Roughs is
designated Green Belt, however we would argue that should it be
supported for housing development it would form a good and defensible
barrier for the future of the surrounding Green Belt and be a more
robust relaxation of the Green Belt that the Little Furze School,
Woodside Road and Fairways Farm sites. With reference to PPG2, our
client’s land does not perform any critical Green Belt functions and
Sandy Lane represents a clear and defensible new Green Belt
boundary edge. At present the site is surrounded on three sides by the
existing urban area with the eastern boundary being formed by Sandy
Lane. Should the site be brought forward for redevelopment, its location
would not jeopardise the function of the main areas of Green Belt to the
north and east, of which The Roughs does not perform a functional part.
Once again in respect of the TPO which covers the larger of the two
sites at The Roughs, our client has commissioned an Arboricultural
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Survey to consider the health and value of the trees on site. This survey
concludes that, individually, the trees have little in the way of amenity
value and they are limited in terms of diversity of species as they would
appear to have grown up naturally rather than having been planted to a
particular design. The trees are only considered to be of a value when
viewed from the outside of the site. Many of the tress on site are in poor
condition and the survey is of the view that the loss of these trees would
not be significant. It is suggested that, should the site be developed, the
current visual quality could be preserved through retaining the outer
trees and via the planting of improved specimens. We are therefore of
the view that the site should not have been discarded by the Council on
the basis of the current tree coverage. In summary, we are of the
opinion that the Council’s housing trajectory, through the over reliance
on windfall sites, is unrealistic and more housing land should be
identified in order the minimum targets set by the RSS are met. The
Roughs offers a site which should be added to the land which can be
brought forward for housing in the 15 year period, whilst also offering
more potential for development for housing than many of the sites the
Council continue to identify within the Core Strategy. We would
respectively request that the site be reconsidered in this context and the
Council seriously reconsider their housing targets and their ability to
meet the RSS requirements. We would again state our wish to attend
and participate at the Public Examination or any discussions scheduled
to discuss Housing Supply and the allocation of housing land.
'Land at Love lane Reservoir Site;
1. Site constitutes operational land (Part XI of the 1990 Town &
Planning Act (S263). Site now surplus to operational requirements
(former depot / storage proposal).
2. Annex B of the PPS3: Housing the site constitutes Previously
Developed Land – falls within curtilage of built reservoir / physically and
functionally related to main site. In accordance with Government &
Regional Policy, Council should consider PDL in Green Belt for housing
above green field, green belt sites;
3. Development of the site would be seen against backdrop of reservoir
– would not constitute a visible encroachment into the open countryside.
4. Development of site is hidden behind development – would have less
impact than the Mansion site. No overriding planning reasons given for
replacing Love Lane site with Mansion site.
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Mrs AS Graham
CHG Grant
Alex Loose
Denis Taylor And Tony
Shenton
Mrs C Martindale

01147
01148
01149
01150
01151
01152
01153
01154
01155
01156
01157
01158
01159
01160
01161
01162
01163
01164
01165
01166
01167
01168
01169
01170
01171
01172
01173
01174
01175
01176
01177
01178
01179
01180
01181
01182
01183
01184
01185
01186
01187
01188
01189
01190
01191
01192
01193
01194
01195
01196

A Fitzwilliam
Mrs S Hale
Mr M Hale
Mr Iain Harley
The Occupier
Ms Valerie Parish
Ms Daphne Sharp
Mr Stuart Harley
Mr And Mrs Payne
Mr And Mrs Thomas
Mr And Mrs Lindt
D Edwards
Mr Neil Gardner
Ms Rebecca Burrett
Mr And Mrs Paine
Mrs Howard
Miss H Franklin
Mrs K Beeston
Mr G O'Grady
Ms R Mabbett
Mr Simon Blitz
W Birrell
Mrs D King
Benn Linfield
Mr And Mrs Nichols
Mrs E Sansom
Mr GT Dover
Mr David Drew
Mr And Mrs Jenner
JB Young
Mr L Coakley
D Hanham
Ms AL Walker
The Occupier
J Southam
Mr And Mrs West
Ms Frances Black
J Isbell
Ms Siobhan Mulmail
Ms Mhairi Munro
KV McCarthy
Mrs Karin Lockett
Mr Simon Lambert
Ms Laura Nunn
Mr RT Figg
Mrs S Mousley
Mrs SH Weller
Ms Susan Mealing
Mrs Deakin
Kajal Daly

01197
01198
01199
01200
01201
01202
01203
01204
01205
01206
01207
01208
01209
01210
01211
01213
01214
01215
01216
01217
01218
01219
01220
01221
01222
01223
01224
01225
01226
01227
01228
01229
01230
01231
01232
01233
01234
01236
01237
01238
01239
01240
01241
01242
01243
01244
01245
01246
01247
01249
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Mr John Galloway
Ms Diane Galloway
Mrs Jean Browning
Mr And Mrs Bishop
TS Singhera
Mr And Mrs Kane
Ms Natalie King
Mr Mick Toland
Mrs J Dutton
Mr Catalano
Mr And Mrs Newton
Mr KE Betts
WE Wilson
Mr A Vaughan
Ms K Gazzola
Ms Claire Akers
Ms Jo Groves
Ms Zoe Koon
Mrs G Ibbott
Mr A Macdonald-Barker
S Hermitage
Mr IB Shaw
Mr And Mrs Cheater
Ms Helen Smith
P Farrer
Mr Paul King
Mr Robert Fraser
Mr Paul Turner
Ms Jenny Turner
Mrs EE Howard
Mr And Mrs Lloyd
Ms Sarah Harley
C Sibley
Mrs DM McGregor
Ms Lucy Bough
MA Grant
EA Santler
Mr Nigel Dallow
Mr And Mrs Hillier
DW Pegg
Mr John Linley
Mrs V Moxon
Mr John Powell
Ms F Davidopoulos
M McDermott
Mr G Evans
Ms Stefanie Robinson
Rilla Paterson
EJ Bliss
Mrs Darshna Patel

01250
01251
01252
01253
01254
01255
01256
01257
01258
01259
01260
01261
01262
01263
01264
01265
01266
01267
01268
01269
01270
01271
01272
01273
01274
01275
01276
01277
01278
01279
01280
01281
01282
01283
01284
01285
01286
01287
01288
01289
01290
01291
01292
01293
01294
01295
01296
01297
01298
01299

Ms Jackie Sharp
Mr James Drake
A Pond
Mr And Mrs Coxon
KA Greenaway
G Harley
Mrs F Macdonald
Mrs D Culliton
C Defries
A Linfield
Mrs S Turner
Mr Garin
Mr Andrew Wilson
Theo Williams
Mr Peter Rennoldson
Mrs S Humphries
R Dracott
Mrs Rogers
J Baker
Mr Niall Finnegan
S Gardner
Mr R Keates
Mrs CM Hindell
Mr Ron Bentley
Mr Roger Godfrey
Mr RK Latchman
Mrs I Burditt
P Ibbott
Ms Deborah Forster
Mr Andrew Hall
Ms Suzanne Reilly
Ms Leilah Williams
Ms Paula Coleman
Ms Deborah Goodwin
Mrs Diane Bruce
Ms Jackie Webb
Mr J Bishop
Mr Clive Scales
Mr R Jackson
MC Wilson
Mr Adrian Wilde
Mr R Paddick
Mrs CA Child
N Ibrahim
Mr AJ Capell
Mr Peter Hanson
Mr Alan North
Mr Nicholas Goddard
A Avis
Mr J Tucker

01300
01301
01302
01303
01304
01305
01306
01307
01308
01309
01310
01311
01312
01313
01314
01315
01316
01317
01318
01319
01320
01321
01322
01323
01324
01325
01326
01327
01328
01329
01330
01331
01332
01333
01334
01335
01336
01337
01338
01339
01340
01341
01342
01343
01344
01345
01346
01347
01348
01349
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Ms Lorraine Dillon
Mr And Mrs Jefford
Mr Kenneth Owen
Mr Kenneth Adams
Mr P Jebb
Dr Jackie Cliff
Ms Margaret Finnegan
Mr Richard Dawkins
Ms Pauline London
Mr Roy Williams Hewitt
Mrs J Hewitt
Mr And Mrs Crooks
P Knight
Ms Christine McNally
M Pell
Ms Jane Pursey
Mr Kevin Austin
Mrs L Norman
Miss Jennifer Avis
Mr Jeremy Avis
ED Westall
C Finnegan
Mr M Vernham
Mr Maddison
Mr And Mrs Daly
Mr P Norman
Mr Paul Button
Mr FC Holliman
Mr Jason Atkins
S Perrins
K Fenwick
Ms Anne Jeffs
Mr Derek Jeffs
Mr Gary Simpson
Mr And Mrs Hindocha
Ms Sandra Motson
Ms Joan Zanelli
Mr Ronald Ellicott
JB Butterworth
DJS Foard
Mr George Goodman
AD Rayner
Mr And Mrs OLoughlin
Mr P Ramsay
Mr Hugh Routledge
Mr A Woodford
Mr N Mistry
Mr Jonathan Webb
Mrs S Mistry
Mr And Mrs Blitz

01350
01351
01352
01353
01354
01355
01356
01357
01358
01359
01360
01361
01362
01363
01364
01365
01366
01368
01369
01371
01372
01373
01374
01375
01376
01377
01378
01379
01380
01381
01382
01383
01384
01385
01386
01387
01388
01389
01390
01391
01392
01393
01394
01395
01396
01397
01398
01399
01400
01401

Mr Christopher Jones
Mrs PA Figg
Mrs J Brame
Mr DS Munt
Ms Nicola White
Mr MG Duce
Mr P Horwood
Mr KI Duce
Mrs K Horwood
Mrs AB Duce
Mr AA Duce
Miss D Jones
Ms Jane Brading
Mr Roland White
Mrs M Mistretta
Mrs JE Rothwell
Ms J Webb
The Occupier
Mr Duffy
Mr J Brennan
Mrs K Taylor
Mr Brian Taylor
Mrs A Hickson
Mr M Kerrigan
Mrs T Howe
Mrs P Kerrigan
Mr Denis Chandler
Mr Jason Collins
Mrs S Collins
Mr D Hickson
Miss J Wade
Mrs L Adams
Mr G Howe
Mr M Adams
Mr Paul Lockhart
Mr Samuel Lockhart
Mr Mark Harries
Mrs Juliette O'Beirne
Ms Jane Wallbridge
Mrs Hannah Harries
R Fitzwilliam
Mrs PJ Russell
Mr D Hart
Mrs KJ Rowe
Mr Rowe
Ms Nina Hanson
D Jenkins
Mr JP Luckett
Mrs RA Luckett
A Veale

01402
01403
01404
01405
01406
01407
01408
01409
01410
01411
01412
01413
01414
01415
01416
01417
01418
01419
01420
01421
01422
01423
01424
01425
01426
01427
01428
01429
01430
01431
01432
01433
01434
01435
01436
01437
01438
01439
01440
01441
01442
01443
01444
01445
01446
01447
01448
01449
01450
01451
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Ms Cathy Glass
JW Rowe
Ms MA Rowe
Ms Barbara Starr
Mrs L Alexander
Mr Stuart Alexander
T Ellis
Mr David Merritt
Ms Joyce Crowley
Mr PL Rule
Usha Parikh
Prakash Parikh
Mrs Goodwin
Mr E Goodwin
J Hargrave
Mrs Rose Alexander
Mrs J Dix
Mr M Dix
Miss A Crowley
CM Snell
J Snell
Mr W Dean
Mr Peter Rowe
Karah Rowe
Mrs B Tomsett
P Sorrell
Ms Shelley Plant
Mr Adam Plant
Mrs B Brackley
Mr JR Brackley
Mr Steve Hankin
Ms Paula Harris
Ms Sharon Perry
Mr Ian Gordon
Ms Linda Gordon
Ms Christine Charnley
JJ Charnley
Ms Alison Jenkins
Mr G Carter
Ms Carolyn Carter
Mrs M Horsfall
Mr John Horsfall
Mr Nicholas Cavender
Ms K Cavender
R Walker
Ms Mary Walker
DM Carley
BR Carley
A Thompson
R Thompson

01452
01453
01454
01455
01456
01457
01458
01459
01460
01461
01462
01463
01464
01465
01466
01467
01468
01469
01470
01471
01472
01473
01474
01475
01476
01477
01478
01479
01480
01481
01482
01483
01484
01485
01486
01487
01488
01489
01490
01491
01492
01493
01494
01495
01496
01497
01498
01499
01500
01501

JW Cornwall
Mrs Janet Cornwall
Mr K Honour
Mrs S Honour
Ms Helen Morris
Ms Anna Morris
Mr AM Dean
Mr Davis Hart
Ms Victoria Gasforth-Bles
Mrs JA Dean
Mrs K Sheriff
Mr Kevin Sheriff
Mr Geoff Lewis
Xiomara Lewis
Mr S Fuller
Mrs Linda Fuller
KJ Hewitt
Mr Peter Hale
Ms Ann Hale
DGC Wakefield
Mr MN Bennett
Mrs M Leese
Mrs M Martin
Mr Gordon Martin
Mr And Mrs Sheppard
Lesley McCarthy
Mr Ron Atkins
Ms Dot Atkins
Mrs T Middleton
Mr Paul Atkins
Mr Jonathan Bailey
Ms Catherine Diverres
Mrs Ann Ives
Miss Emma Ives
Mrs JE Dresh
Mr Mark Dresh
The Occupier
R Colbourne
Ms Jo Foley
Mr Chris Mitchell
Ms Mary Mitchell
Ms Rebecca Mitchell
Miss Claire Mitchell
RH Cattermoul
Mr Anthony Munroe
Ms Joanne Knowles
Mr Ben Knowles
Ms Denise Knowles
Mr Ian Knowles
Mrs J Englefield

01502
01503
01504
01505
01506
01507
01508
01509
01510
01511
01512
01513
01514
01515
01516
01517
01518
01519
01520
01521
01522
01523
01524
01525
01526
01527
01528
01529
01530
01531
01532
01533
01534
01535
01536
01537
01539
01540
01541
01542
01543
01544
01545
01546
01547
01548
01549
01550
01551
01552
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Alex Dunford
Ms Kelly-Ann Atkins
Ms Patsy Rees
Mr John Rees
Ms Deborah Keogh
S Rice
Mr DE Toms
Ms J Toms
C Dunford
Ms Natalie Loera
G Maddison
Mrs S Parry
Ms Dawn James
Mr Marc Smith
R Lovelock
Mr Brian Abbott
Mr And Mrs Penberthy
Mrs S Keogh
Mr T Haxton
Ms Mary Wer
R Gilbert
Mrs C Massey
D Kelly
Ms Joanne Wilson
RH Jakeman
A Taylor
Ms Laura Carson-O'Neill
Mr Ian Norton-Child
Mrs S Baxter
Mr And Mrs Williams
Ms Philippa Mays
Mr Antony Mays
R Kewley
Mr Noel Carroll
Mr Stephen Gilbert
EV Barringer
Ms Margaret Connor
Ms Katie Mistretta
Ms Samantha Connor
D Birkhead
Mr K Birkhead
Ms Mandy Johnson
Ms Marie Brimson
Ms Janice Jamieson
Mr M Jamieson
Ms Debbie Anderson
Ms Karen Mallett
Mr Brian Acreman
The Occupier
Ms Tatiana Beloden

01553
01554
01555
01556
01557
01558
01559
01560
01561
01562
01563
01564
01565
01566
01567
01568
01569
01570
01571
01572
01573
01574
01575
01576
01577
01578
01579
01580
01581
01582
01583
01584
01585
01586
01587
01588
01589
01590
01591
01592
01593
01594
01595
01596
01597
01598
01599
01600
01601
01602

Mr Gary Burstow
Mrs HA Pope
Mr G Pope
Mr M Kaleem
Ms Vanessa Munroe
Berangere Botto
Mrs V Kaleem
Mrs H Browne
Mr L Browne
Mr Lee Arnold
Mr Graham Mallett
Ms Helen Fisher-Scott
Mr Neil Scott
Mr Pete Burningham
Ms Caroline Cutts
Mr Steve Cutts
Mrs R Shotter
Mrs P Sheehan
C Williams
Ms Sandra Cutts
Mr Derek Cutts
JB Taylor
M Taylor
L Williams
Mr Richard Hoffmeister
Ms Helen Hoffmeister
Mr Ben Shotter
Mr George Moran
Mrs A Moran
Ms Ellen Norton-Child
Mr Alan Timmington
Mr Melvin Chin
Mr Paul Parry
Mrs C Fowler
Mrs J Noctor
Mr J Noctor
Chris McEntee
Mrs M Pulis
E Pulis
Fei Zhang
Ms Sandra Thatcher
Mrs J Thorpe
Mr Mark Thorpe
Mr I Thorpe
SA Wilkins
Mr Andy Brown
Ms Elaine Mcrphew
Mr And Mrs White
M Harmer
Ms Marion Wilkinson

01603
01604
01605
01606
01607
01608
01609
01610
01611
01612
01613
01614
01615
01616
01617
01618
01619
01620
01621
01622
01623
01624
01625
01626
01627
01628
01629
01630
01631
01632
01633
01634
01635
01636
01637
01638
01639
01640
01641
01642
01643
01644
01645
01646
01647
01648
01649
01650
01651
01652
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H Chhanabhay
Mrs J Comb
Mr Ben Grant
Mr K Burton
Ms Michelle Smithard
R Smithard
PS Moss
Mrs G Jones
Mr Michael Baldwin
Ms Sue Crawford
D Fernandes
Miss D Cutts
Mrs V Smith
Mr David Rose
Mr Mohan Bal
M Ramsden
S Pearson
Ms Christine Berry
PK Wright
KF Moss
Leigh Walsh
Mr Gerald Walsh
Ms Gemma Walsh
Mrs Buckland
Mr Stephen Martin
Ms Gennie Martin
Mr Thomas Martin
Mr Daniel Martin
Ms Camilla Martin
Mrs S Collins
Mr Roger Holmes
Mr J Collins
Ms Sharon O'Sullivan
Ms M Doughty
Mr Michael Allen
Mrs P Allen
Mr Pidding
Ms Bronwyn Stathakis
The Occupier
Mr Colin Hewett
Mr Kevin Bywater
Ms Julie Bywater
Ms Wendy Martin
Ms Shirley Smith
Mrs V Hackay
K Turnbull
Mr Richard D
Ms Candace Turner
Mr Adam Turner
Mr Ian Bywater

01653
01654
01655
01656
01657
01658
01659
01660
01661
01662
01663
01664
01665
01666
01667
01668
01669
01670
01671
01672
01673
01674
01675
01676
01677
01678
01679
01680
01682
01683
01684
01685
01686
01687
01688
01689
01690
01691
01692
01693
01694
01695
01696
01697
01698
01699
01700
01701
01702
01703

Rafiqul Islam
Ms Lisa O'Connor
Ms Y O'Connor
Mr Tim O'Connor
L Mason
Mr David O'Connor
Mr And Mrs Lawson
Mr David Jones
Mr Mark Best
Ms Hannah Best
Mr Ian Gray
The Occupier
Ms Andrea Jansen
Mr Daniel Roser
Mr David Secker
Ms Linda Secker
Ms Susan Goold
Ms Sharon Cheetham
Mr David Goold
Mrs Bohtho
Mr Paul Bruni
The Occupier
Ms Judith Bruni
Ms Anne Lowe
Mr DJ Smith
Ms Victoria Sylvester
Mr G O'Beirne
Ms Deborah Bennett
Mr Roy Bennett
Ms Sally Pavlon
Mrs Alex Briton
DJ Crickitt
Mr Peter Briton
Mr Pritesh Patel
Alex Wilson
Mr Dylan Blackhurst
Mr Don Peasland
Ms J Peasland
Ms Tracey Cummins
Mr James Sylvester
Ms Amie Jobson
Mr Richard Cummins
Mr Ronald Critcher
Mrs Christine Critcher
Ms Dot Harvey
Mr Duane Harvey
Ms Vicky Morgan
Mrs A Fredrickson
C Fredrickson
Mr A Simpson

01704
01705
01706
01707
01708
01709
01710
01711
01712
01713
01714
01715
01716
01717
01718
01719
01720
01721
01722
01723
01724
01725
01726
01727
01728
01729
01730
01731
01732
01733
01734
01735
01736
01737
01738
01739
01740
01741
01742
01743
01744
01745
01746
01747
01748
01749
01750
01751
01752
01753
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C Maddison
Ms Janet Scammell
Mr Mark Scammell
Kushwant Seikhan
Ms Sheena Gormley
Mr Liam Gormley
Mr And Mrs Wildnan
Mr M Finch
Mr Scott Turton
Mrs Danielle Judge
Mr Darren Judge
Ms Hazel Pidding
Mrs N Stone
Ms C Stone
CN Stone
Ms Theresa Hepper
Mr Michael Hepper
Mr And Mrs Patel
Mr J Hollands
Dr Holeado
Mr Pasquale Marioni
Ms Linda Matthews
Mrs J Hollands
Vivien Hewett
Mr Tony Martin
Ms Vikki Hayes
Chris Picton
Ms Emma Crew
Mr Gary Martin
TR Chanell
ME Chanell
Y Fenner
Mr Paul Frank
Ms Helen DeCourcy
Ms Emily Bungaroo
Mrs K Baig
Mr Paul Farrer
D Gilbert
Ms Michelle Wicke
K Baldaney
Ms Lara Greenway
M Mistry
Ms Lisa Sillitoe
Mrs M Lutkins
Ms Aileen Toye
Mr Charles Toye
Ms Jean Facer
Mr Brian Parsons
M Lockyer
Ms Kelly Brooker

01754
01755
01756
01757
01758
01759
01760
01761
01763
01765
01766
01767
01768
01769
01770
01771
01772
01773
01774
01775
01776
01777
01778
01779
01780
01781
01782
01783
01784
01785
01786
01787
01788
01789
01790
01791
01792
01793
01794
01795
01796
01797
01798
01799
01800
01801
01802
01803
01804
01805

Ms Sharon Suavin
Mr Steven Rogers
Ms Paula Rogers
Ms A Black
Ms Jennifer Hague-Beresford
Deepak Dhrona
Mrs Robson
Mrs A Oke
Mr Mark Minashi
Mrs Leigh Duffy
Mr Christopher Moseley
Ms Susie Connell
Mr John Connell
Mrs M Robson
Mr Simon Robson
Mr J Gleeson
Ms Jill O'Neill
Mr Nicholas O'Neill
Ms Victoria O'Neill
Mrs L Garrido-Gonzalez
Ms Julia Wheeler
Mr Wheeler
Mr Gordon Campbell
Ms Alison Campbell
Mr Graham Horwood
G Williams
Mr J Collins
Mrs M Andrews
Mr G Andrews
Mrs A Greenwood
Mr And Mrs Wilson
M Parr
Mrs Anderson
Ms Shirley Wenham
Ms Monica Pratt
Mrs J P Baker
Mrs A Maclean
Mr D F Marston
Mr Graham Brown
Mr Giovanni Mistretta
Mr And Mrs D Weller
Mrs W Keates
Mr B E Jarvis
Mr Andrew Barrett
Mr M A Sharp
Mr Arthur Aldridge
Ms Donna King
Mrs Vanessa McCarthy
Mr Fabian Hiscock
Mrs Linda Senior

01806
01807
01808
01809
01810
01811
01812
01813
01814
01815
01816
01817
01818
01819
01820
01821
01822
01824
01825
01826
01827
01828
01829
01830
01831
01832
01833
01834
01835
01836
01837
01838
01839
01840
01841
01842
01843
01844
01845
01846
01847
01848
01849
01850
01851
01852
01853
01854
01855
01856
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Mr And Mrs Greenman
J Zazzerra
Mrs Fleming
Mr M Pavlon
Mr Charles Legg
Rev A C A Parry
Mr And Mrs Brady
Mr B Humphreys
M J Keates
Mrs J Moore
Mr P K Franklin
Mrs V A Edwards
M Stock
S Newberry
A Goddard
Mr B Coles
A Musk
C Day
Ms Wendy Stratford
Mr And Mrs Bishop
D Harwood
Ms Caroline Morrow
B Conboy
Mr M MacDonald
Ms C Ramseyer
Mrs M Hooley
Mrs M Burgess
Ms Rebecca Hughes
Mr John Washington
Ms Joyce Washington
Mrs Diane Englefield
Mr Gary Dollard
Mr David Englefield
K Donovan And R Bearup
K Cook And J Lawson
Mr Sanjeev Mehan
Mrs Nimisha Mehan
Mrs VO Hawthorn
Ms Tanya Betts
Mr G Toms
Mr And Mrs Grewcock
Mr Stewart Rose
M Collins
Ms A Chouman
Mrs F Nicholls
Mrs P Benning
Mr Martin Hook
Mr And Mrs Patel
J Rose
Mrs P Moss

01857
01858
01859
01860
01861
01862
01863
01864
01865
01866
01867
01868
01869
01870
01871
01872
01873
01874
01875
01876
01877
01878
01879
01880
01881
01882
01883
01884
01885
01886
01887
01888
01889
01890
01891
01892
01893
01894
01895
01896
01897
01898
01899
01900
01901
01902
01903
01904
01905
01906

Ms Mary Aston
Mr D Conn
Mrs J Conn
Mrs Jacqueline Jackson
Mrs C Hook
Miss C Rose
Mrs A Northam
Ms Patricia Seaton
M Oborn
Mr KS South
A Prior
Ms Beryl Whittaker
Mrs Lynn Jacob
Mr And Mrs Collins
Mr Allen Jacobs
Mr Peter Tyler
R Burke
Ms Laura Bowden
Ms Anne-Marie Owen
Ms Sarah Guest
Mrs MR Quittenton
Mr Ben Guest
Mr And Mrs Day
Mrs J Chambers
Mrs McNamara
Mrs J Budd
Ms Eleanor Dawson
C Christophorou-Hanson
Ms Debbie Waller
Mrs C Wass
CA Tavares
Mr And Mrs Spinks
N Zeller
Mr Graham Sharkey
C Frances
Mr And Mrs P Charters
Ms Pamela Dury
Mr Mark Hewetson
E And M Fernandes
Mr Roger Chillingworth
Mrs Lawrence
GC Williams
GA Musely
Mr Jayanti Patel
Ms Barbara Bull
Miss DC Guck
Mr FW Poynter
Miss S Newstead
Mrs S Newstead
M Catlin

01907
01908
01909
01910
01911
01912
01913
01914
01915
01916
01917
01918
01919
01920
01921
01922
01923
01924
01925
01926
01927
01928
01929
01930
01931
01932
01933
01934
01935
01936
01937
01938
01939
01940
01941
01942
01943
01944
01945
01946
01947
01948
01949
01950
01951
01952
01953
01954
01955
01956
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Mr Derek Essen
A And M Tillott
PW Pugh
T Fountain
Mr And Mrs Turner
Mr Peter Jennings
Mr And Mrs Rogers
Mr Maurice Bunce
Ms Peggy Leech
CN And JS Grindell
JA Hare
Mr And Mrs Gallagher
Mr D Miller
Mr And Mrs Dempsey
Mrs BA Staunton
K Bargery
Mr And Mrs Robson
Mr And Mrs Hardy
Mr And Mrs Day
Mr Mark Griggs
Mr And Mrs Waldron
Mr And Mrs Peach
Mrs AS Graham
Mr And Mrs Russell
Miss Alpa Joshi
Mr Derek Such
Mr And Mrs Heard
Mrs D Bond
Ms Elizabeth Cole
Mr And Mrs Righman
Mrs M Newman
RK And C Webb
Mr Peter Hughes
Mrs J Ralph
Mrs S Hale
Ms F MacAndrew
Mr And Mrs Lane
Mr M Gough
Mr And Mrs Brewer
JA Birch
Ms Turner
Mrs D Wilson
Mr And Mrs Demetriou
Mr John Knight
Ms Elizabeth Elgar
Mr And Mrs Harris
Mr And Mrs Maxwell
Mr SP Manhire
BJ Chahen
Mr And Mrs Teasdale

01957
01958
01959
01960
01961
01962
01964
01965
01966
01967
01968
01969
01970
01971
01972
01973
01974
01975
01976
01977
01978
01979
01980
01981
01982
01983
01984
01985
01986
01987
01988
01989
01990
01991
01992
01993
01994
01995
01996
01997
01998
01999
02000
02001
02002
02003
02004
02005
02006
02007

Mr And Mrs Maynard
Mr And Mrs Foster
Mr And Mrs Hankison
Mrs A Fitzpatrick
DG And IJ Wyatt
A Remnant
Mr John Gowing
Mr And Mrs Turffrey
Mr And Mrs Shirt
Ms Susan Bussey
Mr Francis Ward
Ms Joan Santler
Mr C Woodbridge
B Adams
Ms Sheila O'Neill
Mrs Betty Stevens
PF Kanders
Chris Haacke
Mr Terence Magee
Mrs Vanessa Doman
Ms Mary Nunn
Mr David Reilly
Ms Carol Clegg
Ms Maureen Burder
Mr Mark Drummond
Mr Guy Edmunds
Ms Kathryn Drummond
Mr And Mrs Edmonds
Mr Justin Coleman
Ms Jacqueline Stevens
Mr Alan Harris
Ms Kathleen Dorling
D Greenwood
Ms K Trendell
R Hitchman
Mr Ian McGlaughlin
Ms Phyllis Anderson
Mr And Mrs Waller
Mr Nick Alexander
Ms Pauline Gardner
Ms Jenni Rose
Mr Russell Brimson
Mr Peter Lewy
Michele Wheeler
Mr Nicholas Revington
Ms Katherine Revington
Mrs B Pegg
Mr Hugh Follett
Ms Debra Follett
Mr Matthew Follett

02008
02009
02010
02011
02012
02013
02014
02015
CU/0005
CU/0011
CU/0015
CU/0019
CU/0020
CU/0021
CU/0022
CU/0026
CU/0027
CU/0044
CU/0045
CU/0050
CU/0051
CU/0052
CU/0058
CU/0060
CU/0063
CU/0070
CU/0071
CU/0072
CU/0075
CU/0077
CU/0079
CU/0081
CU/0082
CU/0086
CU/0087
CU/0090
CU/0096
CU/0098
CU/0100
CU/0102
CU/0107
CU/0108
CU/0111
CU/0115
CU/0118
CU/0122
CU/0134
CU/0136
CU/0141
CU/0145
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Mr Russell Follett
Ms Margaret Pereira
Mr Jeffrey Carter
Ms EA Lane
Mr Stephen Crocker
Mrs S Hatfield
Ms Amanda Gardiner
Ms H Ross
Mr GL Koller
Mrs J J Moore
A Baxter
Mrs E M Stone
Mr RA Patel
Ms M O'Neill
R Hitchcock
Mr R Oxland
Mrs Angela Lepper
Mrs Linda Kirke Smith
Mrs F Ayers
Mr E R Collins
Mr C R Pooley
Mr Sean Cassidy
Mr P G Hart
Mr R Nicholls
Miss J Wheatley
Mrs Iris Bangs
Mr Philip Gibbs
Mrs P A Warren
Mr R Turl
Mrs C F Oborn
D J Wallington
Ms Angela Harley
Mr Peter Adams
R G Mitchell
Mrs G Turnbull
Mrs Patricia Rowley
Mrs B Lindsey
Mrs A Hudson
Mr E Rouse
Mr F J Thompson
Mr Andrew Robson
Mr D Astley
Mrs B Harden
Mrs J Turnbull
Mr M Thomas
Mr Peter Harvey
Mr M D Gurton
Mr Barry Austin
Mr V Lee
Mrs J S Berry

CU/0146
CU/0153
CU/0154
CU/0155
CU/0160
CU/0166
CU/0170
CU/0177
CU/0181
CU/0185
CU/0190
CU/0194
CU/0195
CU/0199
CU/0200
CU/0201
CU/0204
CU/0223
CU/0224
CU/0235
CU/0236
CU/0240
CU/0242
CU/0243
CU/0247
CU/0252
CU/0254
CU/0256
CU/0257
CU/0258
CU/0273
CU/0278
CU/0282
CU/0286
CU/0288
CU/0297
CU/0298
CU/0302
CU/0306
CU/0307
CU/0308
CU/0309
CU/0310
CU/0316
CU/0319
CU/0324
CU/0325
CU/0332
CU/0336
CU/0342

Mr A E Berry
Mrs Hendra
Mrs C Thomas
R A Maddox
Mr Douglas Pavey
Mr E Trott
Ms Anna Flood
S Treloar
Mrs G Willard
R C Worby
Ms Irene Hepburn
Mr H Krasner
Mr G M Lloyd
Mr J L Pearson
Mr M Delaporte
Mr Roger Bangs
Mr Peter Loader
Mr Dennis Rogers
Ms M A Kenworthy
Mr Bill Sylvester
Mr And Mrs Mas
Mr Keith Wall
Mrs Norma Porter
Mr Alan Nicholson
Mr Leslie Williams
Ms Anita Reierson
Mr B McIntosh
Mr G M Lapworth
Mr C C Paine
Mr And Mrs R Taylor
Miss Carole Buckingham
Mr Simon Shneerson
Mr G Liley
Mr T D Haynes
Mr N Longman
Irshad Khan
Mr J Wayne
Mr John Anderson
Ms Diane Day
P Patel
Mr Kenneth Lee
Mr J L Roads
R Wright
Miss Lindsay Fell
Mrs Audrey Warner
Mr A K Abadjian
Mr A Wilson
Mrs S Green
Miss J Carter
Mr TA Ford

CU/0349
CU/0350
CU/0353
CU/0356
CU/0356
CU/0360
CU/0362
CU/0364
CU/0367
CU/0371
CU/0377
CU/0379
CU/0389
CU/0390
CU/0392
CU/0393
NSI/0016
NSI/0038
NSI/0061
NSI/0080
NSI/0094
NSI/0099
NSI/0137
NSI/0141
NSI/0142
NSI/0145
NSI/0146
NSI/0147
NSI/0148
NSI/0150
NSI/0153
NSI/0154
NSI/0156
NSI/0157
NSI/0158
NSI/0161
NSI/0164
NSI/0166
NSI/0167
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